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A day in the life...

Weird jokes and
cover songs at the
Noble Fool Theater

Today's coaches
have little job
security

Fee increase to fund SGA projects
0
Seven senators volunteer to
lobby legislators in Springfield on MAP
grant cuts
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Assistant Editor
A 20-percent increase in the student activities fee
w ill help pay for the new Student Government
Association, Vice President of Student Affaus Mark
Kelly told a gathering of newly elected senators last
week.
At the SGA's fi rst meeting since the 23 student senators-six of whom were absent from the meeu ngwere elected two weeks ago by a 4 percent voter
turnout, Kelly said the student activities fee for fulltime undergraduates would be increased from $40 to
$50 starting in the fall to fund an addmonal SGA
staffer and provide a pool of money for student-mtuated activities. such as bringing musical acts to the
campus.
This spring, 7,209 undergraduates enrolled full-

time at Columbia. [f fall registration holds steady.
this would translate into a $70.000-plus budget for
the SGA. Each senator receives a $250 stipend for
their semester-long service with the SGA.
"This is a watershed. a milestone fo r the college,"
Kelly told the senators. ''There never was a student
government at Columbia. This is the first truly student-elected government here.''
Kelly went on to com pare the inaugural SGA
Senate to the Continental Congress formed dunng
the Revolutionary War.
" Not to get hokey about it," he said.
The students gave themselves a round of applause
and got down to the business of ratifying the _SGA
Constitution and nominating each other for postuons
on the Executive Committee, which will be made up
of a president, vice president, secretary and treasurer.
The Senate w ill vote after short speeches are
made at the next SGA meeting on Friday, May 10,
I to 3 p.m., 600 S. Mi chigan Ave .. Room 4 0 1. A ll
SGA meetings are open to students, faculty and
sta ff.

See SGA, page 2

Fall 2002 tuition
Fashion Columbia hits the runway
jumps 9.5 percent
0
Hike attributed to current economic
downfall, college costs and increase of
faculty-to-student ratio

.

By Jllllan Helmer
Managing'Editor
Students returning to Columbia for the 2002-2003 academic
year will face a nearly $ 1,200 hike in tuition, college officials
announced last week.
in a speech to the Columbia College Faculty Organization in
March, President Wanick L. Carter promised that, while tuition
will rise, the percentage of the increase would not reach doubledigits.
Carter kept his promise. Tuition increased 9.5 percent.
However, when additional mandatory fees are calculated, the
total amount students will pay is I0.2 percent higher than it was in
2001 -2002.
Columbia's Executive Vice President Ben Gall attributed the
increase to costs such as energy, technology and the ongoing effort
to increase the faculty-to-student ratio at the college.
"It's all kinds of things that make us a better institution," Gall
said.
Gall also said tuition has risen due to the current economic situation.
"I think we' re in good shape, but it's a different economic pro.
jection from two or three years ago," Gall said.
The increase is 2.2 percent higher than the increase Columbta
students had to face last year, when tuition rose from $ 11.880 to
$ 12,844.
The previous year's increase was slightly higher- 11 .1 percent.
Though tuition has steadily increased over the past three years,
these increases are s ignificantly lower than the ones from several
years back.
The increase from the 1997- 1998 school year to the 1998- 1999
year was 12.3 percent
The following year, tuition rose 12 percent from the 1998- 1999
academic year to the 1999-2000 year.
In addition to the tuition increase this year. several other school
fees are also increasing.
The student activity fee increased from $40 to $50 for full -time
students and from $20 to $25 for pan-time students.
Graduation fees also increased 12 percent to $45.
This fall, Columbia will offer a health center located in the 73 1
S. Plymouth Court Residence Center. The non-refundable fee for
the heath center will be $25 for fu ll-time students and $ 10 for pan
timers.
Students at Columbia are not the only ones struggling with rising tuition . Many other colleges and universities have raised
tuition this year.
Though it was a smaller increase than Col umbia's. Loyola
University's tuition rose 3.5 percent to $9,736 per semester.
Nonhwestem University's tuition rose to $27.207, up 4.9 percent from the 2001 -2002 rate, according to Alan K. Cubbage. Vice
President of University Relations at Northwestern.
Despite the sharp increase in tuition set for next year. Columbia's
tuition still remains lower than that of most pnvate schools 111
Chicago.

0
The sixth annual student
fashion show begins this week

By Maral Karagozian
Staff Writer
On Wednesday, May 8, 2002, the fut ure wave of
fashion designers w ill reveal their un ique designs at
Fashio n Columbia 2002- a fu ll runway show. The
sixth annual show will take place at Columbia's
Ludington Building. 1104 S . Wabash Ave., at I P:m.
fo r the matinee, with a reception for the evenmg
show beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Columbia's Advanced Fas hion Show Production
class, under the instruction of Nena Ivon, director of
s pecial events and public relations for Saks Fifth
Avenue , put together this year's show. Each of the
seven student producers from the class, collaborated
w ith a student designer from various fas hion classes
at Columbia to choose which desig ns will be entered
in the show.
The runway-style event will be s howcasing 70 different garments.
According to !von, "Everything is meaningful. It

will all make for a good. concise. edi!Cd s how. I think
this will be the best show so far.''
Accordinu to Kell y Rohlfs. a senior in Fashion
R~tail Management and one of the show 's student
producers. this year's show wtll have ltllle bu o f
everything. "There is a really nice mix. T he garments
are very unique and sculptured," said Rohlfs. The
oannents range from bridal auire to outerwear. are
~nade from fabrics like denim and leather and reflect
upon each designer's individuality and personal
vision.
In addition to the clothes created for fashion classes, the designers had a chance to design a garment
for their student producer, who will wear the personalized ensemble for the all-black finale of the show.
The show w ill take place in the "raw space" on the
seventh floor of the Ludington building. "The space
is big and open. It looks like it is under construction- it adds a reall y nice contrast of the elegance of
the show," Rohlfs said.
The pre-show activities will begin on the ftrst fl oor
of the Ludington building in the Conaway Center
with a ''Senior Salute.'' The salute. which is a new
addition to the show this year. will d isplay portfolios

See Fashion, page 5

Protesters take it to the streets

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chron<cle

Columbia sophomore Shannon Nash (Center) addresses a crowd of several hundred supporters who
gathered at the Daley Center to protest against the proposed MAP grant cuts, Thursday, May 2.
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. Around Campus--------

News and Notes
Senior Seminar Troupe 13
to host outdoor art project
Semor Semmar Troupe 13 at Columb1a Will be hostmg an outdoor public art proJeCt at the corner of South
Mich1gan Avenue and Hamson Street. The proJeCt,
t1tled "Don't Rush Art," will mclude a large mural of
partiCipant expression After the event, participants
w111 be able to take a p1ece of the mural home w•th
them . "Don 't Rush Art" will be held Thursday, May 9
from 2 :30 to 4:30 p.m. For more information contact
Kelly F1sh at (773) 935-2247.

Faculty to host book signing
and reading at Hokin Gallery
liberal Education faculty member Louis Silverstein
is hosting the launch of his new book Deep Spirit and
Great Heart: Living in Marijuana Consciousness this
week . Silverstein will be on hand Wednesday. May 8
at the Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave., for a book
signing and reading. The event will be held from 12:15
to 2 p.m. For more information contact Silverstein at
(312) 344-7634 .

Michael SchmidVChronicle

Zafra Lerman, head of Columbia's Institute for Science Education and Science Communication (Right) and Ken llio,
director of the Cancer Research Center (Left) study a tissue culture in front of the new Laminar Flow Hood in the new
Cancer Research Center located on the fifth floor of the 624 S. Wabash Ave. building.

Fiction Writing department
celebrates new book launch
The Fiction Writing department is hosting a party to
launch the latest volume of their student publication,
Hair Trigger 24. There will be a publication party,
reading and reception to commemorate the book's
release Friday, May 10 at 2:30p.m. The event will be
held at the Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Copies
of the book will be available for purchase . The event
is free and open to the public. For more information
call (312) 563-1600.

Screening series to feature
part-time faculty film 'Alma'

Carter says $45,000 deficit in MAP grants
likely for students attending this summer
0
Students to lobby against
possible MAP grant cut in Springfield

li't

~ _B::.yLJ:..:i.:.:ll:.:ia::;n~H;,;e:..:l.:.:m:.:e::_r_ _ _ __
Managing Editor

Columbia's Marketing Commu nication department
recently took home several awards from the National
Student Advertising Competition held April 19 in
Detroit, Michigan . Several students from the department pitched an integrated marketing campa ign
called "Make No Little Plans," in which they highlighted the past achievements and future prospects of
Bank of America . The students who made the pitch at
the competition were Michelle Khandros, Allyson
Lundy, Kristen McHugh, T.J . Milici and Katie Powell.
The group placed first in Illinois and fourth overall in
the national competition.

Cuts to the Monetary Award Program may affect
Co lumbia students sooner than original ly expected,
President Warrick L . Carter announced to the College
Counci l at their monthly meeting on Friday, May 3.
Carter told the council that there w ill likely be a
$45 ,000 shortfal l overall in the MA P grants ava ilable
to Co lumbia student for the summer semester.
The president reiterated, however, that his office is
st ill tak ing great strides in fi ghting the proposed cut in
the MAP grant program. lie sa id that he, along w i th
the presi dents of three other Ch icago area collegesD ePaul, Roosevelt and Nat ional Lewis Uni vers itieshave been in contact w ith legislators in Spr ingfield.
" I w ill be going down to Springfie ld on Tuesday
(May 7] when I have some meet ings ... to again indicate to them the seriousness of these cuts and how
they wi ll affect us," Carter said.
Carte r is not the on ly one traveling to Springfield to
object to the MAP cuts. A group of Columbia students
wi ll meet w ith Carter and lobby w ith legisl ators, mak ing their feelings about the cuts known.
" Thi s is a pr iority for my o ffice," Carte r said. He
also commended faculty, administrators and students
on their efforts on the maner.

Columbia's Chicago Jau
Ensemble performs this week

SGA

This week in the Film and Video depa rtment there will
be a screening of "Alma," a film by part-time faculty
member Ruth Leitman. The scree ning will be held
Wednesday, May 8 at 6 p.m .. 11 04 S. Wabash Ave.,
room 302. For more information contact Sandy Cuprisin
at (3 12) 344 -6708.

Department receives honors
at national competition

Columbia's Chicago Jazz Ensemble, directed by
William Russo, will be performing the music of several
jazz greats this week. The group will perform the work
of Lionel Hampton, Duke Ellington, Stan Kenton and
Woody Herman at Joe Segal's Jazz Showcase, 59 W.
Grand Ave .. on Monday, May 6, at 8 p.m. Tickets for
the event are $1 5. For more information visit CJEs
website www.chijazz.com or call (312) 344-6245.

If you have an upcoming
event or announcem ent ,
please call the Chronicle's
news desk at

In other co uncil news, Bert Gall, execut ive vice
president o f Col umbi a, anno unced th at the
Educational Ad vancement Fund- an organization that
Columbia, Roosevelt, and DePau l have formed to
oversee the ir University Center project- is on track.
Groundbreaki ng for the 700,000-square foot, ISstory joint residence center, i s scheduled for the first
week of June, and Mayor Richard M . Daley will be
presiding over the event, G all said.
"(Daley] only does one or two [groundbreak ings] a
year. I think it's sy mbo li ca lly important and it positions this project as a very important citywide goal,
one that the mayor and the city planning department
are certainly supporti ve of, and one that has rai sed
Co lumbia's profi le at City Hal l in a way that has been
nothing but hel pful in other matters," Gall sa id.
Joe Laiacona, presi dent of P- FAC, the part-time faculty union, also addressed the council, announci ng
that the proposed part-time contract was approved
nearly unanimously, with a vote of 23 1-3 .
The counci l voted to approve the Cultural Studies
maj or, w h ich was proposed before th e Coll ege
Council at their April meeting.
A l so approved at Friday 's meet ing was the Student
Code of Conduct, which passed w ith a unanimous
vote.
The counci I al so heard two proposal s for new programs-a Bachelor of Music deg ree program, a
M aster 's of A rts degree in Youth and Community
Development and a M aster of Fine Arts degree in
Poetry.
T hese three programs will be voted on at the next
College Council meet ing on June 14.

Continued from Front Page
Before rati fy ing the Consti tution, At-Large Senator
Bill Leubscher secured a prom ise from Director of
Student O rganizations and Student Government Dana
Ingrassi a that a student bill of r ights would be on the
table during the next opportun ity for co nstitut ional
rev isi ons in September. He did not say what he
tho ught should comprise such a bi ll of rights.
"Before states wou l d appro ve of the U .S.
Const itution," Leubscher sa id, "they insi sted on a bill
of ri ghts."
All the senators present voted to ratify the const itution .
Ingrass ia, who chaired the meet ing and w i ll do so
unti l a president i s elected, also asked for five senators
to travel to Springfie ld with President Carter, other
administrators and volunteers from the Student

Organ izations Counci l to l obby legislators on the
threate ned cuts to the M onetary Award Program.
Seven se nators, several of w h0m were rec ipi ents of
the M A P grant, volunteered to go. It i s unclear yet
how many will be abl e to go on the IS- passenger van
that has been arranged for the ali -day l obby ing effort
thi s Wednesday, M ay 8.
The SGA also approved At- L arge Senator Gina
Jiann uzzi as the ir representati ve on the board of U rban
Fusion, a program formed to help i ncoming freshmen
become soc ially involved at Colum bia.
K elly urged the senators to not l et their egos get in
the way of working for the good of the coll ege, avoid
bickering, and make priorities.
"You can' t ge t everythi ng done at once," he said.

(312) 344-8568.
To reser ve ad space call

(312) 344- 7432.
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Lerman honored
with Parsons Award
0
Head of Science Institute to receive
prestigious chemistry recognition
By Georgia Evdoxladls
Copy Chief

Dwayne M . Thomas/Chronicle

President Warrick L. Carter (Second from left) applauds as the new Alexandroff sign is
unveiled at the college's main campus building at 600 S. Michigan Ave.

Main building renamed to honor college 'founder'
0
Dedication ceremony pays
tribute to Mirron 'Mike' Alexandroff

By Jillian Helmer
Managing Editor
Colwnbia's main building, at 600 S. Michigan Ave.,
has been renamed the Alexandroff Campus Center to
honor the memory of the college's former president
and founder, Mirron "Mike" Alexandroff, who died
last spring. A dedication ceremony and luncheon were
held in the building on Wednesday, May I.
After members of the Columbia community gathered
in the Getz Theater, Executive Vice President Bert
Gall, master of ceremonies for the dedication, took the
stage and welcomed everyone to a "celebration of the
remarkable achievements and great spirit of Mike
Alexandroff."
Before introducing the first speaker, Gall told the
guests the story of Alexandroff's history at the college.
Gall described how Alexandroff founded Colwnbia
and transformed it from a small school with fewer than
200 students into what it is today--<>ne of the nation's
best known arts and communications schools.
. Alexandroff recruited Chicago-area media profesSIOnals to teach at the college and pushed for minority
e~ollme~t. He also ~ed Colwnbia's open admisSions pohcy m order to g1ve prospective students, who
may not have had other opportun ities, the chance to
attend college.
He became Colwnbia's president in 1963 and used
the next decade to redefine the college. Once the college started to expand, it moved into a bigger campus
on North Lake Shore Drive. By 1975, Alexandroff

moved college into the building at 600 S. Michigan
Ave., which today bears his name.
President Warrick L. Carter offered his remarks
about Alexandroff as well.
"To tell the story of his contributions to Columbia,
you have to tell the story of Columbia College itself.
You cannot separate one from the other," Carter said.
John B. Duff, president emeritus at Columbia, who
succeeded Alexandroff as president in 1992, and now
lives in Los Angeles and returned to Columbia to
attend the ceremony. He shared an example of how far
Alexandroff's efforts had brought the college.
"Eight months ago, when I picked up the Los Angeles
7imes Magazine ... there was an article about film colleges, and it began with a description of Colwnbia
College," Duff said. "In the center of the film industry of the United States, the first college they talk about
is Colwnbia."
Several other speakers, including Alexandroff's children, Norman and Pam Alexandroff, followed, sharing
their thoughts and memories of Alexandroff's accomplishments at the college.
One speaker, Deni Dimitreas, of Deni 's Den, an old
hangout ofAlexandroff's, chose to perform rather than
speak. He performed two songs, singing both of them
in Greek and playing guitar.
After the ceremony came to a close, guests of the
dedication filed out onto Michigan Avenue and
watched as a curtain was lowered to unveil silver lettering above the entranceway that read "Alexandroff
Campus Center."
After a round of applause, the assembly returned into
the newly named building and into the Musewn of
Contemporary Photography for a luncheon and a
chance to visit with fellow members of the Colwnbia
community and remember its founder.

WXRT programming director decries radio trends
A Brooklyn, N.Y. native, Winer graduated from
0
Norm Winer speaks to students Brandeis
University. Before coming to Chicago, he
about his duties as a program director worked at other notable radio stations across the

By MaraI Karagozlan
Staff Writer
It's a sunny morning and you're in your car on the
way !o wo~k. The tunes are cranking from your
favonte rad1o station and, so far, every song is better
than the one before. As you're jammin' you think
"I'm glad this station doesn't have all the talk in th~
morning !ike all the others." But what happens when
your statiOn goes to the dreaded eight-minute commercial break? Easy, your other favorite stations are
programmed into your radio and are easily reached
with the punch of a button. Surely, one of the five
has to have music playing. Eventually, you find it on
the third try.
"That is a program director's worst nightmare,"
says Norm Winer, an award-winning vice president
of programming for Chicago radio station WXRTFM 93.1.
Winer spoke about his duties as a program director with Columbia radio students last week.
According to Winer, when a listener changes the
station, it means "we' re doing something you don't
want to hear." Usually the main reason for changi ng
to another station is commercials, an uncontrollable
necessity for radio stations to make money. Winer
believes in order to make up for the lost time in commercials, his station has to make sure the content in
between breaks is solid, consistent and conforms to
the tastes of his audience.

country inc luding WBCN-FM in Boston and
KSAN-FM in San Francisco. He joined the
rock/alternative WXRT in 1979 and won the prestigious Gavin Award as program director of the year
in 1988 and 199~
With their 30t Anniversary on the air this year,
WXRT has accumulated a loyalty of fans by separating itself from the mainstream. They take pride in
not playing Top 40 music. WXRT's competition
consists of two a lternative stations in Chicago,
WKQX-FM ("Q- 101 ") and WZZN-FM ("The
Zone"), and two cl assic rock stations-WLUP-FM
(" The Loop") and WCKG-FM ("The Drive").
According to Winer, an alternative station such as
Q-101 can play five songs more than 60 times each
week.
" That's not alternative," he said.
Winer said his station is alternative because
WXRT plays songs fro m alternative groups such as
the Dave Matthews Band and The Goo Goo Dolls.
According to Winer, WXRT-FM has played the Goo
Goo Dolls before they became mainstream and classic rock groups such as Pink Floyd and the Who.
But Winer said they also play songs that the other
stations don' t.
In addition to the Who and Dave Matthews,
WXRT also plays music from the Indigo G irls,
Elvis Costello and the Grateful Dead- bands that
don't get much airplay on other stat ions, but have a
tremendous amount of loyal fans.

See WXRT, page 6

The American Chemical Society has decided to award
the 2003 Charles Lathrop Parsons Award, the group's
highest honor, to Columbia's Zafra Lerman. Lerman,
who has been the recipient of numerous accoladesincluding at least nine scientific grants and more than 17
awards-was chosen by the ACS Board of Directors to
receive the prestigious lifetime service nod.
According to the ACS, it bestows the award "to recognize outstanding public service by a member of the
American Chem ical Society." Lerman has chaired the
ACS Human Rights Subcommittee on International
Activities for 15 years and has worked to free imprisoned scientists in China, Russia and Belarus.
One of those scientists, former Russian chemical
weapons expert Dr. Vii Mirzayanov, was acquitted after
three years of ACS involvement in his case. Mirayanov
attended a panel discussion at Columbia on covering
bio-terrorism this past year.
Dr. Yuri Tarnopolsky, another beneficiary of the ACS
committee's awards, was a political prisoner in a
Siberian labor camp until Lerman and the ACS managed
to broker his defection to the United States. Lerman said
she is working to bring Tarnopolsky to Colwnbia soon.
Lerman was born in Israel and received both her bachelors and masters degree in chemistry at Technion, the
Israeli Institute of Technology in Haifa. She later
received her Ph.D. in chemistry from the Weizmann
Institute of Science in Rehovot.
After com ing to the United States and during research
at schools like Cornell and Northwestern University for
years, former Columbia President Mirron "Mike"
Alexandroff offered Lerman the opportunity to start a
unique science program. The plan was to create science
courses specifically for non-majors-which would later
became the Institute for Science Education and Science
Communication. Lerman has been the head of the institute since its inception on Sept. I, 1991.
Lerman said she was lured by Alexandroff's promise
to let her have complete creative control in developing
the revolutionary project.
"Colwnbia College was the ideal and the only place to
do it," Lerman said. "[Aiexandroff] cared about the

issues."
Since then, she has been the subject of much attention
and praise, having been awarded a Presidential Award
for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and Engineering
Mentoring. Lerman's unusual techniques, such as her
use of dance to teach science, have opened up creative
paths to sometimes intimidating topics.
Despite the acclaim, however, Lerman said she still
feels most at home in Columbia.
"I love the students," she said. "They are the best students anywhere."
Both controversy and criticism have been directed at
Lerman, who acknowledged that it is difficult to be an
influential woman.
"There is always jealousy," she said.
Lerman is only the second woman ever to receive the
Parsons Award, the first was Mary L. Good, former vice
president of research for Allied Chemicals. Other recipients include George Kistiakowsky, a chemist who
worked on the Manhattan Project, and Glenn T. Seaborg,
a Nobel Laureate. In 1985, Lerman's mentor Frank
Long, with whom she did her post-doctoral work,
received the Parsons.
"It was his dream that I receive the award. I am only
sad that he did not live to see it," Lerman said of Long,
who died last year. " But I
feel like I got it, and I will r----.;~-------,
accept it, in his honor." In
1963, Long negotiated the
fi rst nuclear test-ban treaty
with the Russians.
Lerman has just returned
from Israel, where she
worked to set up a peace
conference
for
Middle
Eastern scientists. This swnmer, she plans to take
Columbia students to Kenya u•!El!iDl
on a trip funded by the
File photo/Chronicle
Presidential Award she Zafra Lerman
received.

Got a news tip?
Call the Chronicle news desk
(312) 344-7255.
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A Message from
the President
Dear Students:
The past two weeks have been ones of great concern, not only for
our community, but for all of private higher education in the State
of Illinois. We are all aware of a proposal that has been floated to
abolish MAP funds avai lable to students attending private colleges and universities. However, other proposals concerning
MAP funds , have now been put forward which would have less
of an impact on students than the abolition of the funds, but
which will still be of concern to those students who are presently
recipients of MAP funds.
In addition to the measures that the College may take to help students directly, we have also
been lobbying the legislature in an effort to impress upon them the importance of the MAP funds
to the state of Illinois as well as to the education of all the Illinois residents who receive MAP
funds. My fellow independent presidents and I have been in personal contact with the Governor,
Speaker of the House and the Majority and Minority Leaders of the State Senate. We have
impressed upon them the importance of MAP and how any proposed reduction in funding would
devastate the education for those students who qualify for MAP support. We are not out of the
woods on this issue, by any means; hence, we must continue to be diligent and engaged in this
discuss ion.
I must say that I am very pleased with the level of response and support that we've had from the
student body, members of our Board of Trustees and faculty members who have written letters to
various Senators and Representatives and the collective work of the Independent College
Presidents who have been very aggressive in our lobby ing of the State leadership. I sincerely
feel that the work we have co llectively done over the past weeks, with letters, w ith these personal contacts and conversations by phone, in person or e-mail , with the leadership and the other
members of the State legislature is having a pos itive effect. I am not saying that MAP will not
be affected at all , for I sincerely believe that there will be some negative impact on the MAP
program in the means of addressi ng the State's shortfa ll. However, we will continue to work in
representing the interest of o ur students.
Next week , I will have several meetings in Springfie ld w ith a variety of assembly members and
leaders of the general assemb ly. Some of the meetings arc as a member of the delegation of private college presidents and others arc meetings that we have arranged ourselves.
Unti l the s ituation is rectified the attention to the MAP issues will be a major priority for me and
the Senior Administration . We will al l continue to work diligently to address these issues on om
students be hal f.

~--Warm:k 1.. Carh;r, l'h .r>.
l' rc~ H i c nt
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'Premiere Night' highlights student work
0
Event features '600 South,'
'Newsbeat,' 'Southloop,' 'Out on a
Limb' and 'CC.TV'
By David Arter
Staff Writer

Photo by Bob Kusel, courtesy of the Office of lnsblutJonal Advancement

A garment designed by Columbia fashion design major Tonette
Navarro.

Fashion
Continued from Front Page
of all the designers. Guests will
then be esconed up to the seventhOoor cocktail reception where
they can mingle, drink wine, eat
hors d'oeuvres and mingle while
listening to Columbia's own jazz
ensemble, Equinox 5. The show
will begin at 6 p.m. and will be
followed by desscn and champagne.
"Each producer was given a different pan of the show to be
responsible for," Rohlfs said. "The
hardest pan was sticking to the
budget."
The producers interviewed models from Aria and Elite, two of the
top modeling agencies in Chicago.
In addition to the models. the producers hired makeup anists, hair

stylists and deejays to enhance the
quality of the show. "Everything
about the show is professional,"
Ivon said.
Maria Labbe, a senior in Fashion
Design and one of the showcased
designers said, "It was great getting the experience through the
school, it was really fun. Everyone
is happy with how it's going."
Ticket prices for the matinee
show are $30 for general admission and $15 for students. The
prices for the evening show are
$50 for general admission and
$30 for students. The proceeds
from the show all go to Fashion
Internship Fund for Columbia
students. For tickets call (312)
663-1124.

Faculty receives Distinguished
Lecturer in Oral History Award
0
Joan
Erdman
honored for extensive
studies in India
By Jeremy Adragna
Assistant News Editor
On Thursday, May 2, Joan
Erdman, a student of Indian culture and a professor of anthropology and humanities at Columbia
was awarded the Distinguished
Lecturer in Oralllistory A"ard at
Columbia.
Columbia histol') professor Erin
McCanh, , in front of an audience
of about '30 students and faculr..
presented the a" ard for Erdman\
e>.tensi'e studies in India as "ell
as her " ork "ith actress Zohra
Segal and choreographer Uday
Shankar.
Erdman came across Segal and
Shankar \\hilc stud' ins: in India.
he has "ritten e'-tcnsi' elv on
Indian culture including the first
and on I~ biograph) of Segal who
was in such Boll"'ood films as
" Masala:· "Bhaj( on the Beach"
and "llarcm." She also starred in
the tele' ision series "Je"el m the
Crown."
"There is a lot that 'ou can learn
from stud~ ing other cultures like
that of India that challen~:e 'our
beliefs about ~ our O\\ n c'Uinire:·

Erdman sai d. "It's a way of
understanding another culture but
also understanding ourselves."
" India is the largest democracy
in the world," Erdman said.
"Many of those people have
moved to United States. If you
understand this culture then you
can work with lots of people. It's
a pathway in."
"Stages: The An and Adventures
of Zohra Segal," one of Erdman's
many books, will be available in
the Columbia bookstore in the
ne>.t few weeks .
Erdman also commented during
her lecture "Writing the Voice of
the Anist," a multimedia look at
her research in India, that she
publishes all her books through
Indian publishing houses.
" I do that," Erdman said,
"because the) can easily be
imponed to the United States but
it's hard for Indians to impon
from the United States. I feel that
the people I'm \\riting about
should be the prim~ audience
for "hat I'm \\riting."
This is onh the second
Distinguished Lecturer in Oral
llisto~ .-\ward presented b) the
Liberal Education depanment:
the first "as in December ~OOito
Dominic Pac' ga. a Ch1cago histo~ specialisi and Columbia facult: member.

The Columbia Television depanment held a
spring semester Premiere Night at its stud1os m the
600 S. Michigan Ave. building on April 26.
Premiere Night is a celebration of the "ork of
Television depanmcnt students in the fi, e sho" s
they produce each semester: "CC.TV," "Out on a
Limb," "South Loop.'' "Ne"sbeat" and "600
South.''
The 15th Ooor of 600 S. Michigan Ave .. "here
the Television depanment studios arc located. "as
transformed with decorations. a tarot card reader.
clo"n and ringmaster as pan of this seme,ter's
"Spring Carnival" theme.
" It 's a literal carni,al this time. but u·s al""''
kind of a carnival atmosphere" hene,cr "c do u 'to
make it hilarious and panicipatol) and mtcractive," said Eric Scholl, a Television instructor.
"The TV shows are the main pan of it, but there's
always a show around it."
Premiere ight brings the students and facult)
together from all five shows, along with the parents, to give everyone a chance to intermingle and
enjoy the semester's \\ork of the students who
labored to create each of the shows.
"I'm very proud of it because it brings all the
students together," said Eric Baum, the evening's
ringmaster, who donned a top hat. cane and tu.xedo. "A lot of people came to see it and I'm just
having a really good time. We all put in a lot of
work."
Students, faculty and parents swarmed the
depanment in hordes to catch a glimpse of the
shows as they were showcased in three studios.
"What premiere night does, it brings all the students together, see the show, share it with their parents, share it with other students and everybody
s tans to get excited," said Annette Prijatel,
Television depanment instructor and Premiere

''ght coordmat"r ··It

h~lppc·ns C"\l'r:

"··mc.·,tc.·r h

gets bagger C\ cr: scm~ster
''\\c'rc thmlr..ing \\C.\C outg.n.l\\11
.
,,ur

f~.h.'lhtle~

but ,,c·rc domg reall~ ''ell \\llh ,,h,lt \\c;-'re dmng.
\\'e lo' e sho'' mg. It here at the s tud1os. hcc~uasc.• the.·
parents get to com<.' m and sec v.tut the

~tudc.•nt'

are pa) mg. for and'' hat the~ 'n: pa~ mg l(lr"
"Nc,,sbcaf'ls a studcnt·kd 11l''''""·''\t thut ~.·o\CI'
campus. national and \\Orld nc.'\\'\ ,tone'
··~c'' sbcat" IS broadcast on tck' l~lllllS .around
campus e,·el') l'uesda) and 1'1111rsd.1~ .1t I~ 15 p m
"CC )'\"'is Columbia's mulucultur:ll. t'"'t-paced
tclc' ision program that 1s hro;1dcast campu~ "adc
"CC . I"V" covers

C\ cnts around Colurnb1a and
seeks to bring students closer to the campus ami
the cu~ of Chicago.
"Out on a Limb" is a skctch-comed~ progr:nn.
akin to "Saturda' 1is:ht l ;,c .. or "Kids in the
II all." The sho" · .. stri~ es to make kids ' " "ith
laughter and the elderly "et them>eh es "1ih ro~ 
ous glee"
"South Loop." fonnerl~ knov. n .1s "l lungr~
I leans," is a drama that addresses the 'peetnun
of college life. ranging from "shit\lc" ,J,tekcr' to
sleep-depri' cd scholars" as the spring circus prugram described in an introduction to the !)hn\\
The show is broadcast localh on cable >t.ltion' m
Illinois.
·
"600 South" is Columbia's half-hour ne'"
magaLine show that airs on local cable. "600
South" is produced twice a semester and co' er>
student interests in and around Columbia.
" Premi ere Night is very important because it
helps the students to show their work to their
parents and on campus to all the students on campus," said LaToya Bibbs. one of the student producers of" ewsbcat." "It shows our hard work
all over with the producers. directors, cameramen and everything and it's a very good experi-

ence."
"We don't have enough comm unity," l'rijatcl
said. "We don't ha.ve enough events at Columbia
where students can show their parents and the
outside world what it is they do, much less our
own depanment."

Columbia film student lands job with indie film
0
Morocco Vaughn to serve
as the assistant director on the
B. Cole film, 'A Get2Gether'
By Shannon McEntee
Staff Writer
One Columbia student found he knew the
right people and was in the right place at the
right time when he was approached with an
unbelievable opportunity six months ago.
Morocco Vaughn, a Film junior concentrating
in directing is currently serving as assistant
director on the independent film "A
Get2Gether," written by nationally known
comedian and Chicago native B. Cole.
"Besides being a student, I do some videography work on the side, and a friend of mine is
best friends with B. Cole. At the time he was
trying to acquire money for a film he had written and he approached me and asked me to get
a s taff together. I got the people together and
brought it to him and things have been rol ling
ever since," Vaughn said.
The film has been described as a modern-day
"House Pany." It stars Cole (who also serves as
writer, producer and director) as Derrick, a college student who wants nothing more than to
have a small, couples-only get together in
hopes of getting lucky with his ne" girlfriend
Reashon (Tiffany Cunis). llis plan takes a
unexpected turn when his best friend Jay
(Marlon llill), v.ho cannot find a date, gets mad
his best friend is ha' ing a pan) "ithout him
and invites the "hole neighborhood.
The cast "ill be joined by a host of other
comedians from BET's "Comic' iev.," on
"hich Cole can be regular!) seen Rounding
out the cast "ill be Kim Fields of "Living
Single" and Ra~ Allen of the Milv.aukee
Bucks. v.ho also starred in the Spike Lee film
"lie Got Game."
The film is being panly funded by Focal
Point Films Inc ., v.hose president, Earl
Husbands, took on the film after see ing tv.o
shon films that Cole and Executive Producer
I lank Durr had pre' iously done together. The
film "ill be shot in Hazel Crest, a south suburb

of Chicago. It will be a nine-day product ion
and w ill be completed by the end of this s ummer.
According to Vaughn, they hope to have the
film distributed within a year. They plan on
going straight to Blockbuster with it, and al\o
put it in some local theaters around Chicago.
"It was a complete relief for me to be
involved with this project. I had been looking
to do some larger st uff. I have done a commercial before, but it never ran . This is the first b ig
project I have worked on. I am working on a
professional set, with people who operate on a
higher level and it has been a great experience
and benefit for me," Vaughn said.
Vaughn said that classroom and book s tudies
can on ly take you so far and, while what he has
learned in the Film depanment has definitely
helped him, there is nothing like getting handson experience.
" l lands-on experience is where you really
learn what the business is like," Vaughn said.
l ie plans on doing a Semester in L.A. next summer, a program made avai lable through
Columbia.
"It will allow me to devote my time to handson experience," Vaughn said .
Vaughn said that working w ith someone like
Cole has been nothing less than a fabulous
experience. " I have been able to document his
vision from inception to completion. I have
watched him and been involved in mak ing
adjustments in the script. I have been able to
see inside the mind of a comedian and see how
that it works. It has been a constant connective
process betv.een us, " Vaughn said
In addition to \'aughn, other Columbia students and alumni are involved in thi s film
including Ceon Fone, student ~tephan Parrott
(alumnus), and David Margolis (alumnus)
"A Get2Gether" is still in need of actors,
actresses and production ass istants There ha'e
been tv.o open casting calls, but if you weren 't
able to make them , or arc jus t now hearing
about the opponunity, send a head ~hot along
with your resume to Focal Point Films Inc.,
2724 Woodwonh Place, llazel Cre~t. Ill. , 60429
directed to the attention of Ken)atta Mootric.
For more information call (708) 646- 764fJ
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Steve Devick named as new
Board of Trustees member

William Russo spent three
decades in Columbia's
Musjc department.
Recently Russo resigned
from his pos ition as chair,
to devote his full attention
to Columbia's Chicago
Jazz Ensemble.

0
Devick said he plans to familiarize
students w ith high-definition video and
music for film
By MaraI Karagozlan
Staff Writer
Steve Devick, CEO and chainnan of Lionbeach Music and
digitaiEA, is the newest addit ion to Columbia's Board of
Trustees.
Devick, 50, comes to Columbia with two decades of experience in the music bus iness- where he has successfully taken
four companies public. Now, he hopes to ass ist Columbia 's students and faculty with his real-life skills to prepare them for the
future of music and fi lm.
Devick, a native of Downers Grove, Ill., has an impressive
history in the music industry, but said he did not start out that
way.
"I decided in the seventh grade that I wanted to be an eye doctor," Devick said.
After graduating from Western Illinois University, he attended the Illinois College of Optometry. Soon after graduating, he
started his own practice. After checking eyes for a few years , he
realized that there had to be another way to make money.
After working on music projects pan time for a few years, he
switched and made the music recording industry his full-time
job.
Devick said he be lieves being an optometrist did prepare him
for the recording industry. "When you see a patient, you have
IS minutes to find out what the problem is and figure out how
they want to hear about it," he said. "When you go to investors,
you have only 15 minutes of their time to convince them to put
millions of dollars into your company."
In 1985, Devick founded River North Studio in Chicago.
Soon, River North became the Midwest's largest recording studio with such big names as David Bowie, Paul McCartney and
Billie Idol recording there. Two years later he became director
and founding investor of Platinum Technology, a software company. In 1991 he founded Platinum Entertainment, wh ich
became the world's largest publicly traded independent record
label. In 1999, Platinum Technology was sold for almost $4 billion-the highest amount paid, at that time, for a software company. A year later he resigned from Platinum Entertainment to
stan a ne w company, Lion beach Music and digita! EA.
Along with his business ventures, Devick has been honored
as One of the 40 Outstanding Business Persons in Chicago
Under 40 by Crain s, a finalist in Ernst &Young and Merrill
Ly nch 's Entrepreneur of the Year Award and one of New Cirys
Top 20 Most Influential Music People.
Of all ofD~ic k's successful jobs, he said hi s favorite is be ing
a father to his three girls, Samantha, 22, As hl ey, 19, and
Lindsay, 17. Devick said his best times are spent doing "normal dad stuff," which to Devick means watching football, trips
to the Grammys and ming ling with celebrities at post-Grammy
celebratio ns.
Though many might think having two daughters away at college is a break for him, he said he believes the contrary. "I like
it better when there's all three," he said.
He currently res ides in Oak Brook, Ill. with daughter Lindsay.
Besides providing a pool and bowling alley in his house for his
girls, Devick also said he provides support of their choices. I le
belie ves eve rything from waitressing to manag ing a company is
a positive experience. "You learn to manage peop le," he said.
So what can Co lumbia students expect from Dcvick? " I don't
know how much power I have," he said. Devick said he would
like to familiari ze Columbia students with high-definiti on
video and music for film. lie said he believes the media will be
crucial as the world approaches a new era of technology with
inno vations like interactive Web sites and file sharing on the
'
internet.
On a more un iversal level, Devick said he feels as though his
real-life experiences will help him prepare students for the real world. li e hopes to get a chance to speak to students and maybe
eventually teach them about the non-textbook aspect of the
music and film industry.
Fina lly, Devick said he belie ves it is OK to not know what to
do after college.
"Abandonment is opportunity," he said. As for hi s first four
years in college, Dev1ck said he only recalls the adage, " fleer
on whiskey- mighty ri sky. Whi skey on beer- never fear." Out
what made him s uccessful , according to Dcv ick, was hard work
and bu ild ing life experiences.

Music chair resigns his post
0
Russo's 'Symphony No. 2 '
p erf ormed by the New York
Philharmonic
By Becky Crowe
Staff Writer
For more than 30 years, William Russo has held
many titles and positions in the Music department
at Columbia One of his titles was chair of the
department, but he recently resigned that position.
Russo, a Chicago native, first came to Columbia
in 1965, when there were no departments.
"The highlight of my career was the perfonnance of my Second Symphony as perfonned by
Leonard Bernstein and the New York
Philharmonic," Russo said. Another composition, "Three Pieces for Blues Band and
Orchestrn," gained recognition from the music
community. The San Francisco Symphony
recorded that piece under the direction of Seiji
Ozawa
In the 1950s, Russo became involved with the
Stan Kenton Orchestra, where he was the chief
composer and arranger. I le later went on to create and direct his own ensembles, such as the
Russo Orchestra in New York and the London
Jazz OrchestraMark Hollmann, one of Russo's fonner students said, "Stan Kenton's was a pretty prominent orchestra at that time. It was a jazz orchestra that was really more of an experimental outthere music ensembles." Although Hollmann was
never a Columbia student, he said he wanted to
study with Russo because of his musical and artis·
tic talent.
When Russo started teaching ful-time at
Columbia, he created tl1e Free Theater. Russo said
one way he impacted the Music department was
in 1968 when he wanted to crcnte a college that
young people would want to go to because there
was rock 'n' roll. "Mike Alcxnndroff said: 'The
college was built on t11e sudden popularity we got
from having a rock 'n' roll thenter,"' Russo said.
''1l1e Free Theater, which he founded with support from Columbia in the late 1960s, WI\S one of
the pioneering, cutting-edge ensembles in the first
wave of off-Loop thcnter," said Albert Williams,
one of Russo's fonner students, who was part of
the force Theater.

Williams said he has always admired Russo
because of his ability to bridge two types of
music: jazz and classical. f:le believes that Russo
helped shape Columbia into the cutting-edge
school that it is today.
Although Russo never became a nationally
known musician or composer, he worked with
some of the most talented musicians and composers in the world, including Duke Ellington,
Charlie Parker, Bill Evans, Cannonball Adderly,
Stan Getz and Dizzy Gillespie.
·
"He's never been very commercial or very commercially minded. He was just pursuing the kind
ofjazz that he loved, which was orchestral jazz,"
Williams said. His unconventional music style
translated into the way he teaches his students.
"It's rare when someone is such a good composer who is able to teach the tenets of composition so clearly," Hollmann said.
Russo said he teaches students the principles of
composition whereas some other schools teach
only the academic principles of music.
" I came from the University of Chicago which
has a very academic music department. I thought
[Russo's teachings were] a change, and it was a
better environment to be studying under,"
Hollmann said.
Williams also said he liked Russo's teaching
sty le because he had an "amazing character which
made him a very interesting man with an
American funkiness." Russo also taught his students that they did not have to be a struggling
musician in order to be successful.
"The success that he has achieved is due to his
unorthodox personality," Williams said. He
added, "(Russo] is not an entertainer-he is an
artist." Williams believes that if Russo had tried
to change his personality, he might have ended up
writing movie scores for Hollywood. lnstead of
doing what people wanted him to do, Russo
stayed true to himself.
Russo will continue to direct the Chicago Jazz
Ensemble, which only had sLx concerts in its first
season. Now the group has over 30 or 40 concerts

a year.
"One thing I fniled to do was start a school for
young children, but I might still do it," Russo
said.
.
There has been no announcement of a new chair
of the Music dcparunent. An acting chair will be
selected until n pennanent chair is found.
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WXRT knows wlwt its nudicnce wnnts because
they f'rcqucntl y resenrch their uudience's li kes
and dislikes.
" We put ourselves in their slwes," Winer snid,
" We nnticiputc whnt they wnnt."
Winer heli cv<'S WXR'f"s lung success is due to
the stutiun 's nllentiun tn the public's upini ons.
ListeiiCI'S hnve the power to turn olr whnt they
dislik e mnkin!l the medin f'nil.
" Bmndenstcrs !lencrnlly dun't hnve 11 very hi t;h
opinion of' the l' uhlie," he snid. "The rensun why
so nnu1y tclcv slon shows dehut 1111d ev<·ry sen·
~in n they f"nllls hecuus~ peop le umlercstlmnte the

intelligence of the nudi<·ncc." Thnt is why, suid
Winer, WXRT sticks tc> u simple philosophy ,,r
doing whnt its uudicncc wnnts nnd notJust doin):
whnt is trendy, whi ch seems to be th,• I<H'muln Ill'
their success fur so Inn ~;.
Next time yllunrc stu<: k in trnnic cursing nt th<'
rndio because 1wthing go,>d is on, think nh<>ut
whnt you enn <h> to chnngc it. t\l,lst rmliu sHiti<Hl'
welcome C<lmments nllllUt nir\' lny nml pcrsutm li
tics. Just rCilll'mhcr, the lilce CSS VOiceS llf )'\\UI
rndiu piny IIlii whnt they like- they piny wlmt
they think you like.

Swarthmore student charged in child porn case
By Benjamin Kabak &
Elizabeth Wrlgllt
The Phoenix (Swarthmore College)
(U-WIRE) SWARTHMORE, Pa.Delaware County police arrested
Swarthmore College student Ivan Boothe
Monday o n charges of possessing and
disseminating child pornography after
police discovered 500 illegal images on
his personal computer.
He appeared that day with his mother
and his attorney at a preliminary hearing
in the district courthouse in Media, Penn.
He was released after posting 10 percent of the $I 00,000 bail set by District
Judge Stephanie Klein, according to
arresting officer Lt. David Peifer of the
Delaware County Criminal Investigation
Divisio n.
Charges against Boothe include one
count o f criminal attempt to corrupt
minors, one count o f criminal attempt to
contact or communicate unlawfully with
a minor, six counts of sexual abuse of
children thro ugh the dissemination of
child pornography, 500 counts of sexual
abuse of children through the possession
of child pornography and 506 counts of
criminal use of a communication facility,
according to the arrest warrant.
A preliminary hearing is set for May 6
before Klein in Media District Court.
Boothe, a writer and editor for The
Phoenix since the fall 2000 semester, has
been on leave from his duties at the paper

since April 16, the day after Editor-inChief Deirdre Conner learned he was
under investigation.
Boothe has had no involvement with
The Phoenix or its editorial decisions
since then .
According to Peifer, pictures found o n
Boothe's computer contained images of
both prepubescent and postpubescent
children.
Peifer, who received special training
through the national Internet Crimes
Against Children task force, said the
large number of images found on
Boothe's computer will have an effect on
his prosecution.
"[The charges are] similar to having
cocaine," he said . "It's illegal having
even o ne picture. Each time a picture is
viewed or sent out that child is reoffended again."
Until Boothe enters a plea, determining
what penalties he might face if found
guilty of any of the charges is difficult.
Because the possession charge is a second-degree felony and the dissemination
charge is a third-degree felony, maximum
jail time could be as much as 45 years.
In a statement to The Phoenix, Boothe
said, "I am currently in counseling and
have been fo r more than a month for this
problem that I have. I hope that in time I
am able to correct this part of me that I
am not, nor have I ever been, happy
about."
College officials said Boothe is now
living off campus and will finish out the
semester.

U. of I. student reps vote
to retire Chief llliniwek
By Kristin Clifford &
Mary Anne Pyson
Daily lllini (U. Illinois)
(U- WJREtCHAMPAlGN,
" 111. -The''Uruversity of Illinois
Student Government passed a
resolution calling for Chief
Dl(niwek's retirement after more
than two hours of public comment Wednesday night. There
were 14 yeas, five nays and two
abstaining votes.
Students sitting on the Pine
LoUnge's floor and spilli.·ng into
the hallway cheered and gave
ISG members a standing ovation when they announced the

results.
The resolution, which calls for
the Chiers retirement and the
establishment of an American
Indian·cultural house, was introduced at last week's meeting
and discussed at a meeting
Monday night.
People were allowed two minutes each to state their opinion
Wednesday.
Russ Brennan, a pro-Chief student.commented on Progressive
Resource/Action Cooperative's
flier. He said he went to the
Web sites listed on the flier and
did not find information about
the Chief on many of the sites.
It seems they don't !lave a very
strong argument, he said.
Mariam Sobh, senior in LAS,
said she carne to the University
from a very pro-Native American community in Colorado.

Soon after she carne here, she
wem to what she sajd was her
first and last basketball game.
Sobh is an Ulini Media
~yemployee,

''I'm b4ffled.-lt's v<:;cy clearly
a bl;lclr-and-wbite issue," Sobh

said. "You're either racist, or
you' renot."
Jason Plummer, freshman in
FAA, said the anti-Chief movement is a ruckus caused by a
small number of activists. He
referred to a poll that said 81
percent ·.of American Indians
support using native cultural '

mascots.
BertBerla,juoior in LAS, said
60 years ago the Third Reich in
Germany used dehumanization,
and the Chief is a caricatured
s tereotype that also dehumanizes. A vote for retirement is a
vote against racism, he said.
He said when he first came to
the university he was not overly
concerned with student government, but events in the past few
weeks have changed bis mind.
"ISG now matters to everyone
on campus more than it ever
bas," Berta said.
Keri Kles, an American Indian
graduate student and football
fan, said that she cried the first
time that she saw the Chief.
Everyone should go to a pow
wow. There is nothing more
powerful than watching a chief
walk out to the beat of drums,
Kles said.
A chlef walking out at a pow
wow is not at aU the same as the
Chlef walking out at a sporting
event, she said.
~ Another student also said be
cried the first time he saw the
Chief.
"I cried out of respect," he
said.
He said he learned that respect
as an Eagle Scout and through
his grandfather and two uncles
who are former Chief lllini,
weks. The Chiefs purpose is to
represent the Unive~ity and
Am.erican Indians, he said.

Boothe said he has received approval chi ld pornography.
College officials learned in March
from the deans to take a leave of absence
during the coming fall semester and plans Boothe was under investigation when
.Peifer and Officer William Thomas of the
to return for the spring 2003 semester.
Dean o f Student Life Tedd Goundie did Swarthmore police department removed
not want to speculate about whether his computer, with his consent, from his
Boothe would be asked to leave the col- room March 14.
Agent William Applegate of the
lege.
While describing the alleged behavior Pennsylvania Attorney General's Office
as "reprehensible," Goundie and Dean of for Forensic Examination has been examthe College Bob Gross noted they as yet ining Boothe's computer since then .
have no direct evidence concerning the Officials got a warrant to search Boothe's
nature of the crimes.
files on the college netwo rk. which they
Goundie said Swarthmore will not take executed Apri I II.
any action until the legal system decides
That warrant said at the time he surrenBoothe's case, and the college will take dered his personal computer Boothe
its cue from the courts as to the severity adm itted to possessing and sending child
of the offenses.
pornography images, having phone sex
''I'm disappo inted if in fact a with a 17-year-old male and having a
Swarthmore student had engaged in such sexual conversation with Detective
behavior," Gross said. ''The critical thing James McLaughlin of the Keene. N.H ..
is whether the person would be a per- police department, who was posing as a
ceived threat to members of the college 15-year-old male.
According to the arrest warrant,
community. [Boothe] is not a threat to the
college. If he were, we would ban him Applegate "discovered over 500 images
of apparent chi ld pornography, which
from the campus."
Gross drew a distinction between depicted children engaged in sexual acts
crimes involving computer files and or poses."
crimes involving personal contact.
A child is defined by law as one who is
"He is not charged with any physical younger than 18.
The Phoenix withheld Boothe's name in
contact with anyone," Gross said. "The
fact of a 19-year-old having Internet o r two previous articles because no charges
phone contact with a 17- or even a IS- were filed at the time, in accordance with
year-old is no t something where you its policy on reporting names in criminal
investigations.
would call out the vigilantes."
Goundie said based o n conversations
Boothe's lawyer, Joseph Fioravanti of
with Boothe, he is "confident" the stu- Media, declined comment.
dent has stopped his involvement with

Planned Kent State protest on
tragic anniversary irks some
By Katie Byrd
Knight Ridder Newspapers
AKRON, Ohio-Protesters against the U.S.
war on terrorism plan to piggyback on the annual
May 4 commemoration at Kent State University
-a move that has some people upset that the two
events are being held on campus the same day.
"To me. it's a total manipulatio n o f the memory of Kent State" and the fatal shootings of four
students by Ohio National Guardsmen on May 4,
1970, said Rebecca Donahue-Rulnick, an Akron
resident and Kent State graduate.
Donahue-Rulnick and her daughter. Gabrielle
Rulnick. a Kent State student, are among those
saying that the anti-war rally will dim inish the
solemnity of the event marking the anniversary of
the shootings.
But others say Saturday is an ideal day for the
protest.
May 4 has come to symbolize "repression of
dissent," said Kent State student Anders Brooks,
an organizer of the anti-war rally.
He pointed out that the Kent State shootings
occurred during a protest against the Vietnam
War, and in the wake of Sept. II , there have been
efforts to squelch criticism of the U.S. military
action in the war on terrorism.
Plus, Brooks said. the anti-war comm ittee will
benefit from the exposure that the May 4 commemoration will get.
"We wanted this event to reach as many people
as it could," he said.
The recently formed Kent State Anti-War
Committee and its rally co-sponsors-the
Muslim Student Associatio n, S tudents AntiRac ist Action at Kent State and College
Democrats-also didn't have the time to schedule
an earlier protest, he said. This weekend is the
last one before the end of the school year.
Caught in the middle is the May 4 Task Force,
the s tudent gro up that for years has organized a
candlelight vigil and speeches to honor the memory of the four slain students.
"I would say that some of us are upset" that the
protest has been scheduled for the same day, said
Adria Crannell, a member of the task force. "But
as a whole, the [tas k force) is OK with them"
having the protest May 4.
Protesters " have their right to speak and none

o f us is going to try to stop anyone from speaking
their mind," Crannell said.
She and Kel_ley Garbett, a task force co-chair,
said members are working hard to get the word
out that the two groups and their events are separate.
''I'm getting frustrated with people getting them
(the two events) confused ...the co mmemoration
is for remembering and reflecting," C rannell
said.
Organizers of both events have been working
to avoid logistical problems. The anti-war protest
will not begin until about 3 p.m.-about an hour
after the last commemoration event begins.
Additionally. each event will be in a separate
location on campus.
Rulnick, who is Jewish. and some other Jews
are concerned that the anti-war protest will have
an anti-Israel to ne. They believe that would be an
affront because three of the four slain students
were Jewish.
Brooks said that while speakers will denounce
Israel's occupation in the West Bank and Gaza,
the rally is not an anti-Israel event.
Jennifer Chestnut, director of the Hillel Jewi; h
Student Center in Kent, said that is n't the point.
"We think it's completely opportu nistic of them
to take advantage of the fact that more people will
be on campus that day," Chestnut said.
Hillel- as it has done for years -will participate in the commemoration by having a student
representative read the Kaddish. the Jewish
prayer of mourning, she said. The Kaddish will
be read outside Taylor Hall, before the silent candlelight vigil begins at midnight tomorrow in the
nearby parking lot where the students fell.
Jerry M. Lewis, an emeritus professor of sociology, witnessed the 1970 s hootings.
"As a May 4 purist, I would have rather seen the
lanti-warj protest separated by a day" from the
commemoration. he said.
He noted that May 4 speakers in the past have
addressed a range of issues not direct ly related 10
the shootings. And he understands the day holds
great symbolism for today's protesters. But he
said he likes the focus of the day to be kept on the
events of 1970.
"[That] is the best way to honor the four slain
and nine wounded and a wounded university as
well," said Lewis, who will be a faculty observer
Saturday.
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Kicking nicotine habit tough for young adults Sound major finds education
0
1999 study shows smok ing
is down a half percent from
previous year
By Becky Crowe
Staff Writer

results in both increased number and enhanced sensitivity of brain receptors," Rodu said. Rodu's studies have
found that "fonne r smokers may regress and start smoking again," after months or years of successful cessation.
To describe how powerful nicotine is, Rubin noted that
"some people say it is harder to quit smoking that it is to
quit using heroin." When people quit, they often have
difficulty concentrating, feel irritable and crave cigarettes.

Every year, an estimated 430,700 Americans will die
from lung disease. It is estimated that one in seven
deaths is the result of lung disease, according to the
American Lung Association.
Although people know smoking causes lung cancer.
heart disease and emphysema. they continue to smoke.
But what people do not realize is that some smokers cannot quit smoking.
Brad Rodu, of the University of AlabamaBinningham. has studied the effects of smoking. "A
higher and higher proponion of adult smokers arc what
our research group calls inveterate smokers, who are
irreversibly addicted to nicotine and cannot quit." said
Rodu.
A study by the Centers for Disease Control suppons
Rodu's theory. The most recent study released found
that in 1999. ~3 . 5 percent of American adults were regular smokers. whereas a 1998 study found that 24 percent of American adults smoked.
"I keep smoking because I don't have the will to quit,"
said Jason Spiese, who started smoking when he was 12.
Now Spiese is 20 and he continues to smoke. "It's nice
and calming when all the pressures of the outside world
seem to be overwhelming."'
Advenising also plays a role in the cause of smoking.
which. in the pasl was geared at underage smokers.
Ed"'i n Rubin of the Wisconsin School of Professional
Psychology. believes that people begin and continue to
smoke because it symbolizes "maturity, sexiness and
being pan of a crowd. lnat is why there was a great hue
and cry about Joe Camel. Many people questioned who
he was appealing to."'
Mike Coulter. now 21. staned smoking at the age of
14. ··Honestly. I don't even remember anymore why I
staned."' Coulter said. Although he knows the long-tenn
effects of smoking. he said he does not qui t because he
is addicted. He added that he is not ready to quit.
"'Smoking cigarettes is like breathing to me. I just cannot Ji, e " ithout it."'
Once a person stans smoki ng. it is hard to quit because
of the addoction to nicotine. "Chronic use of nicotine

"I tried quitting once before, but I just couldn't do it,"
Coulter said. Because he currently works full-time and
goes to school part-time, he said he is very stressed.
"Smoking allows me to stay sane."
Along with the increased awareness of the long-tenn
cftccts of smoking, comes the increased message of
quitting smoking. Many states have started campaigns
directed at teenagers on the negative results of smoking.
In 1993, the CDC conducted a study about young
tobacco users. The study found that 44 percent of seniors in high school who smoked believed that five years
later they would no longer be smoking. A follow-up survey found that 73 percent remained smokers. The CDC
stated. "Many adolescents do not understand the personal risks of smoking, including nicotine addiction."
Tite government is trying to decrease the number of
new smokers by creating anti-tobacco advenisements
and raising cigarette prices. Arizona, for instance, saw a
decline in smokers when voters approved a higher cigarette tax. The state also launched an anti-smoking campaign and ran ads that said cigarettes arc a "smelly, puking habit."
Rubin said, " lnfonnation or knowledge is not enough
to change people's behavior. That is why the 'Just Say
No' campaign was a flop." He added "[PsychologicallyI
it is hard to quit because of the symbolic nature ."
Rubin said that people associate smoking with cenain
things. such as drinking and sex, which makes it more
difficult to quit when they arc put into those situations.
"Engaging in any of these activities can trigger a craving
for the cigarette and thus, a relapse occurs," Rubin said.
"The prevalent pool of smokers is changing constant·
ly," Rodu said. which, he said, makes "smoking prevalence a complex phenomenon." He believes that the
number of smokers is not decreasing. " Both new smokers and inveterate smokers keep the prevalence of
American smokers from undergoing a steeper dec line."
Rodu said.
Rodu quoted a famous line from Mark Twain:
"Quitting smoking is the easiest thing I have ever done;
I have done it a thousand times."

Visual artist holds symposium on art and science
Siler also showed an image of the artwork called
"Sixteen l\·liles of String" created in 1942 by Marcel
Duchamp. The piece shows a white string wrapped
arou nd, along and through different objects. lie
explained that if you take the piece of work out of the
By Cathleen Loud
context of art and look at it in the way we make connections between different fie lds of study (or if you
Staff Wrtter
look at it in the way "e view the world). the image
Dr Todd Siler. the first vi.~ual artist to receive a Ph.D. begins to look like a weave of experiences. Siler said
in visu.ali~tion from ~liT ~poke Friday, April 26. on that the process of con figuring knowledge frmn an.
the topiC of"A rt'iciencc: Real izing !I uman Potentia l '" science. technology and life fascinates him. lie s.1id
This S) mposium was pan of a week long o;cric• of that this process is one he continumL,Iy seeks.
" I bui ld these anworks that arc multil.tycrcd and
e•ents prescnud by the Institute for Science Educat oon
they're all about the nature of the human mind. l lte
an<! 'icience Communication.
Siler i• a jack-of-all-trade'l--an anist. writer, in, en· p;unti ngs and constnoctions I do nrc about the hum.m
tor. educator, speaker and consultant. lie i< also the thought-process itself. Not painting. necessarily,
founder and director of a company called P, i. f' ho thought hut the pro<:css we go through tL' "e e\pcri lommunication.,, which create• multimedia learnon11 encc the connellivity bct"ecn id<·a~ . knowledge and
materiab for educational institutions, b11•incso;c~ .1nd onfonn,otion."' he s.oid of hi• "urk. I Je s.tid he found
famihe• u,~ 'iilcr did not talk about hi• flouroshin /( th.ot crc. ot in~ thong' mthcr than destroy ing things is
Ou:1one•• or hi• popular books Instead. he touched on much more powerful Siler al'o s.oid he ''"""' th is
00-w <Cience and an connect. lie dc.cribed h~< heloef through the cl"covery and exploration ,,f ans nml
th3t, in orde-r for us to tap into our human potentoal, we through the umlcr<tandin!_( of how the ans n.otur;olly coneed to 11~ every medium that an. science rood tech · ex"' wuh the sc iences.
Wh.ot docs a thought look like'/ llt>W c.on Yl'll show
nology have made available to uq
'>oler explained that the interweaving of dolfcrent d~<· •.1 thought proec•s nnd hrcnk it down'' Siler \ 1111' wcr
<,;,unc 111 the lunn uf n lt-u gc Cllfl~ (t\ u.: l inn uf 1\1'1., u pai nt ~
coplme• wa.• very diflicult while he wa• grnwmg up
" '~· the "'c of 11 12-story huildint~ - l), fcct· hit~h uml
~).ly life journey in thi• bcg.an as a lottie kod when. 111
fact thing.• were so compartmcnt.1li1.cd that ot w,,. •o 127 -fect·long th.ot grew IIIII t•f th.ot rc Jlc"io11. r hi'
hard to emhark on a jcrumcy like this bcent•~ you were artwork w.~< p.orti.olly 111spircd hy u cln" Siler tu<•k in
hr,1111 ;cocncc in which he vocwed a m.1g11il1nl cell ti•·
put in either one field or another," ~ iler •aid
flut, there i• a natural bndge hetwccn concept• th,ot •uc •tni11 " I wt~ ,owestruck. I cuultlll ' t t(CI 11 out 1•f my
mmd I ~t.•ld. ' I w,u1t to create 'HHHcthill ~:_t thnt cnvch'\'S
~emongty do not frt together- arxi "•ler'• wcork •how•
'he (..OilneGtitms hetwcen tht.,.,c concept• " We h.ove tn you thnt lr•uk• hke that.· l\11tl tlmt CUIII1Cctlon lu'l•u~t ll
rne intc>!lout." he •nld of the wurk. Woth th i• work ut"
pur<ue that We have to o;ec that larger vo<ion,"' he <nod
\oler showed a series of image, m• the «.rccn and ,,tt, he"'"' he hud tu invent the te~hllt•lt•IQ' 111 muke it
cxf>laincd th:rt hi• work rc•ulted from the u•c of many f..0111C ,,lave nud thnt he Wt\!li inn ltt11~Uu1f ~l n tc o f c'tpcl ·
d1fferent procc<<:eS arxi apprO'<!Chcs I lc •aid we all pul l onocnt,Jt it•n Soler •aicJ tho! hy w mhlnlng tilt, • ·ic,,·c
from various di<;<;iphnc• when integrating or ~ re11 ting anti tcchnnlo!\)', we II$ hun um l.:ong• hrln ~ '""kill"' I·
knttwletlge It take~ courage tht111gh. •aid 'i ller. for edgo 1111tl t• J.:IIencc• '"¥ether II• nmke •c11•c pt" the
wprJd I he •ticrllc, he •noll, I• r mhcdtlctl in th~ no t
ea<-h <rf tl< f<• think like thi•
'l olcr <howcd mtue •IItie• llllll n vltiN• <n llctl
lo emplta.we hi• point, he <howcd ~ <lidc of a •tick
figure ~art()<m, called a " froi1m," which he crcntcd "( hmol!illlo( Moml•'" I he vhlct•. In whkh he <:t•llnht•·
rHicd woth )Ali onu•iclu11 Oo lit He ( 'ulcnw11. •~ III"C•tiii Cll
~f>l'l ~)<;() ~ppe;~r< weekly in the ktw ky Mmmlaln Nt'\Vt
fluq " J rtlltrYI'' •hnw< a fi!£ute <Iandin!£ IIIII<hie t>f ~ p1hcr wprk • ul noI he llH• w mplt•tctlmu l th•lvc<lllcCJI·
cr hoto the IJ III'•tlt •n Whut .J,.c, yt•ur mimi lt'\<k like','
h<nc wh•le d littge group nf people •land m9odc the ~>< ••
lie Jell the RUIJlCOilC with vilolt•loq II• ['1111\IN nnlJ •!lltl,
f"he iU<•up m"de the!>(.,. ~y<. "WI''rf! r1!£hl" I he ng
orre t•II<Hle the ~~rx •~y•. ''lrnaglf"H!llhal ." I he t11pticm " Art hi• hnvc tn toe u• inJ,.o·mctl A l~uot the 'dcm~ c u• thc
oJt...-lerroeilth read•· " It tah• wtorage to thilok nufqide the ""ir11tl•t ncccJ• the aotl•t tu oil!! tlccpct unll to• help t nnWtwll " When we df, thi•. 'loler •~ld, !Ue9f thin~t• <tart CCJ>Iunlil.e Atotl ouakc thu•c lucnk tlll1•ll!!.h •.'"
flo
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Dr. Todd Siler shared his life
experiences with students on campus
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not only in college classroom
0
lmran Shabaz has become an
established OJ and professional sound
system engineer
By Alina Bralca
Contributing Writer
It's Thursday night and lmran Shabaz needs to get home to do
homework. But he can't because one of his customers has called
him with an emergency. The owner of Ritchie's, a club on the
South side, needs Shabaz to fix his bass speakers because it is the
busiest night of the week and he's in a jam.
"I just went to his spot and fixed the problem and made sure
the rest of his system was properly hooked up," Shabaz explains.
Shabaz, who has began studying sound on his own since high
school has put himself on the market well before he graduates
from Columbia with a degree in sound. contracting.
While many students are studying diligently and waiting to
break into the business, Shabaz, also known as DJ Skor, has
become an established DJ and a professional sound system engineer with an impressive clientele. His newest venture is helping
his brother open The Bassment, a hip-hop music store located at
6057 N. California Ave.
Shabaz, 23, grew up on the North Side of Chicago, listening to
radio mix shows that introduced him to rap and hip-house-an
early 1990s type of music that blends up-tempo music with rap.
He became fascinated with a DJ's ability to smoothly mix
records, and was soon buying equipment and mixing tapes.
He founded a music group, NED (Now Even Doper), with a
group of high school friends and proceeded to make his first tape
with one of the members, Wesley Nye. Neducatioo came out in
1997 with the best of efforts in a primitive situation. The DJs
took turns mixing music while a recorder captured the sounds,
then made copies on a dual tape deck. The last step was convincing a DJ at Gramophone Records to pick up the compilation
on consigrunent.
"When [OJ PNS) called to tell us the tapes had sold, it was the
best feeling," Shabaz said. " It was so cool that people were interested in the music and appreciated the way we mixed. We only
made about $50, and I think we celebrated by spending it on
food."

Neducatioo '98 followed with more success. In December
2000 Shabaz put out his first solo effort, DancehaU Rhythms.
''I'd always wanted to do a dancehall reggae album. I finally
had enough material and fowul a way to mix it well with hiphop," Shabaz said.
The album sold well and gained Shabaz credibility as a seasoned and talented DJ. By this time he was Dling and providing
dance-worthy sounds with a wide range of hip-hop, R&B and
House. He started off by spinning at numerous house parties and
personal events and graduated to perfonning at venues arowul
the city, including Club Eden and Encore, as well as being a resident DJ at The Roxx before it closed down.
" I get a kick out of being able to provide musical entertainment
for people. I try to keep it interesting and present different flavored beats but still within a groove. Every audience has a vibe
that I play to.
" I like a wide range, from Lisa Lisa and the Cult Jam to Janet
Jackson to Gang Starr," Shabaz said.
I Jc decided to c.xtend his services to others to make money and
gain experience. lie started by renting out his equipment and
then began instnlling sound systems in private homes and businesses. He has installed sound systems for popular. commendnble venues. such as Zenuu and Betty's Blue Star Lounge and
tnkcs great pride in his work.
"Most businesses will make you pick up the equipment and do
everything yourself. I bring everything to the IOClltion and hook it
up. nntl stuy for the event to make store evl!rything is running
smoothly."
ShnbaL decided to further his koowkdge tutd enrolled at
Columbiu. He says the infommtion h.: has gnined ut the school is
incomp.omble.
"C1•Iumbin has mndc me more confident in opemting and setting
ur sound systems. When I took my first dn..'\S here, lntnt to udi(>,
I tlt11ught, ··ntis is tho school that I need to stt1 nt' ,"
I Jc 11\lW helps hi · brother. Anwcr. 11 'lO..yc!\Mll<l hip-111.'1' ati·
cionndo who hns openc\1 u music cmpochun th11t ~nts c".:nsivc scrvkcs which liN not ot1crcJ c.'dushcl. tl!~cth<:r t111;1 "~
else. 'llto store blln.'lu on-site DJs nml n sound svst.:m su CUS\1,\tll~r<
~1111 test the :10un~ out tlr:;t. 'l11c ront out sttlllil! time t\.>t till.\"-'
who wish to rcconl m1d Shui)(l.( now nu\'! hili $(1\llld l11sh.lllmcnt
busi nc:~:~ out of the storo. 'I he host <ll'cn mike nlj;ht. " \til help
lh>m trlcn~ Shubtl£ IIll,'! 0111dc • t Cuh tm l-in -~ WI 1\:tcr:< Wl\l
Uullttnll'olltc. l111 Sunt.Ucys. '!"'hey ulso ~\ll\ltl\C t 1~nt t~<.' j\;)11\\:i
l"'"'s iUid llm~ c1m ~ccp the t1111:1l.: lont; lnt\l the \\'tc~.
l"hc 11111.'11' they ~llrt')' Is IIIOSII hip-11\>j\ ll\11 th • •Ill h.tw 11 t<o1l,
lion \>f H&U, mult\~ll\'11111 PIJP, 111\J 1\'l!l!llll, '11W}' blly ut"\\1 11'1\M
music nnll show thll uttnost SUI'IJ(\I·t 1\•r locnl lll1btl ~~~ "''"'"\~:
their ,Iemus nntl ndv-cotlslt1411hclr tnlcnt with I' stc~. 1111.' ~1\llc 1'lll
rles bcloV\1<1 bwks su\'1\ II.'! lllp-J/o•p,'(lllt'f'l\\t,l\..'! \\\lllll..'! mu \\: 111

cnhtl('llmovlcs "'"' 11\i\lliV.lllcs.

Slml~11. nlso \\\Jt~s nt t.l ltlwll~t Stt~\ sdlh'l! \lllllill 1'\lltllllll<'l\t,
unl.l hcljJ~ rnl~c his )·YiliiM!Itl\lllul!ht~r. i\ 11~. ll~t ~, ~\\11\\'
IJIII) or hi! !JIIlllcst 11111\tcll~\'~, 11.111\ hcl}l\11\.$1\) !\11\IW 'tl!!~ It
"I lnotrhltfo11nltt>t ln~'lJilltln!tt> h~r hll\1 11 ' 1111~\ \ 1\'\' '"'" •ht
"'-'~""' tluloljl. ~ ~\ll\1! 300111 ll.lthcttiOUll. Slw hl:!~lll ' 111 1\1 \h.• ~~~~
thin~ llil~ll lvt, ~.~ncdllt\tl8h\\ ~•" l1ll1k Ill' 111.' Shat
.1.
I II• bnJthtt tiWt\r t"llll hlm l ~tl"llti~Mll\.'11 11"\l\11. 111"1\1 $\l,ll~\1\11.1
I • "II\! d~~ It allru\J d~ It Wt!ll.'' lt\11\1.11 Slllll\tlt ®I bot 1 ·~I

111 ('71 l)M ~·m~lll'~t'fi~«Ul!S tlltll~ t,'rJ ) ~..U.\,',
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I a rly Registration
for Fall 2002
To Be Held April 30 • May9
To be eligible you must meet these criteria:
• Be a continuing degree-seeking undergraduate student or a continuing
graduate student (students-at-large register during Open Registratio n in September) .
• Have no academic restrictions
• Have paid at least 75% of you tuition account by April 2 2
•If you have applied for financial aid, your financial aid file must be
complete. Contact Financial Aid for questions.

If you meet these criteria, contact y our
••lor department for an appointment.
After you register with your advisor you must sign your tuition contract. Contract will be printed in Rm. 809, 600 S. Michigan. You have
until May31, 2002 to sign the contract. If your contract is not signed
your schedule of classes will be cancelled.

~ x-ckec:ruey
MEDITERRANEAN CAFE

"R.s~la\.H"c::&"-t

&

~ ub

Featuring:
Chicago Style Pan Pizza
Steaks and Chops
Famous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more ...
Family dining with Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Service

OPEN :

MON DAY- FRIDAY

NOON - 7PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

312-939-5685
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Ttltough May 8

FEsT:{)?

Exhibits, Events, Performances
throughout the month of May

VIsual Arts: •Image lmpr"~on·
The 3rCS annual exfl+blhOn of student wOf'k
from tfle Ph0to.Pt1nt.Mee11a studiO.

wwwma~est02.colum.edu

• Hok1n Anne~t, 623 S. Wabash,
1St AOQ(
• Mon - Thurs 10 am - 7 pm;
Fn 10 am - 5 pm; Sat by appcuntment
• Att and Oes1gn Department,

a,:;._

:.

VIsual Artt: ·u•rt:l•ra Crane: Tht loop•
Architectural ptiOIORraphs o f Ch•cago.

Vlswl Arts: ·snpstr. .m Exhibition•
A. mult •medlcl e\IWbi!IOO Of "" (.'fk b)
contnt)l~tors

to the wr,ttng Center's

Pootoerapfly, 600 s . M•cn,g;:m

Center. 33 E. ConG,ress.
am~

PhOtograorry, 600 S. M1Ch1gan

• MCP, 312.344.710 4

• EngliSh Oec:artment{Wnt•ng Center.

Perl'onnlna: Arta: ·student
P•r fOnn.nce Nleht"
Dance per formances o f the best
O(l&•nal stuoent wOt't.

• H1U0n and Towers, 720 S. Mtctltgan

Jrcs Aoor. Johet Room

• Mon. Tues. Wed. Fn 10 am- 5 pm;
Ttlurs 10 am-Hom; Sat 12 - 5 om

Tnurs 10 am- 8 om: Sa112 - 5 om

om

8

Medl• Arta: •To Sp. .k the
Unsp. .kable"
Panel OISCUSSIQn/COnfeu~nce on human
tt&flts nno tfle mec:ha.

• Museum of ContemPOrary

• Mo n. rue ... Wed. Fn 10 am - 5 om:

1st Aoor

• Mon - Frt9

Vlsull Arta: ·vera Lutter"
Large·scale negatiVe camera Obscura
1mages.

• M useum of Contemporary

51pstrciJm puDI!catton
• \'lnt·n~

312.344. 7333

1

• 7 pm

• 10 am . Jpm

• MCP, 312.344.710 4

• Dance Department.

312.344.8300

• JOurnat+sm Department. tnvestrgat+ve
Rcport1ng. 3 12.344.7675

312.30:.! 6154

10& 11
· rwv..tgn M<t) 4

Pertormlnc Arb: ·Tic Toe Chka&o
Performance Art Futt.•t•
lec.tiJI'e t:r S.wan"'(' L..lt); wor1o.S by
tone t\llrll n 2 <S~~ of perfo rmance ana
.nstaJia;~r~

Vlwal Arta: ·Futllon Cotumbll"
fdstuon runway shOw and e ..n•btllon. Student·
produced. ~rm; rO•Sc:tphnary e -ruO.tl()n n f
&arments and fMhiOn retau~a an.

Ptfl'onnln& Arta: · cho...ocrsphk:

• 1104 S. WclC.lSn, 7tn F\oot •R.JW SP«t:"

by stu.Jents . lOCal ar.d

natiO.\cll att•SIS

• Con<l'tOocr,· Center, 1104 S. waoasn:
Narrat•\'e Ar ts

Cenu~r.

33 E. Coneress

• For SC~O!Je. www cotum edu/hC)Iun/1dOC

·"""'n eem... 312 344 7696 n.cr~

Project•

Annuat rur•ed e~tf\lbtt.an of .nteractnre

('o'Cflln& o l student w<m. that gJves
an opportuntty
10 eaoress the•r •ncJ•v.duat 'o'OICes '" a
formal setttng

mutttmecha art.

emer&~rc chOfeographe~

• 624 S. MtChtgan, 6th Aoor

• 9 am - 5 pm
ReceptiOn: Fnday, May 10. 6 - 8 pm

• Dance Center. 1306 S MICtltgan

E-n•btt. HOktn Galler y.
623 S WabolSh. ThtOURh May 6

• Fa~t11on

312.344 .7750

•Dance Ocpa~trr.ent, 31 2.344.8300

• Ar ts. Entertauv nent & Me<J•a
M~mcnt,

• lntcractrve M ultJmeelta PTogtam.

• 8om

312.3447660

17

--='
trwoo..en

Ttw~June 19

Nne

V1sua11 Arts: "'MFA PhotOCfaphJ"
theS•S fifOf'lot.

E.ln!Oftoon ot Df'IOIOi'~
Dy MFA eanoiQ.}{CS

Vltua~ Atta: "'Gt.tu.Unc SenJon "-•·
EIMI PMtoc:rapi'IJ EahlbtUon'"

• H()kln ~rand

110A S . wabasn. 1st Flocw

Anne• .

623 S Wabasll, ! 51

f lOC)(
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~columbia
Additional Exhibits, Events,
Performances
throughout the
month of May
www.mayfest02.colum.edu

Andrew Folsom and Jordan William

Senior Recital
•Concert Han
1014 S. M1chigan

Ha ir TriUer 24
PubhcatJon Release Party and read•ng of Columb•a's annual anthology of
creative fiction.
• Hokin Gallery
623 S. Wabash

• Thursday, May 9, 12:30 pm
•M usic Department. 312.344.6102

CO

LLEGE

Curt Busse Senior Recital
•Concert Hall, 1014 S. M•ch•gan
• Monday, May 6, 6 pm
• Mus•c Department. 312.344.6102

Younl Authors Awarda
Awards ceremony and luncheon for partiC·
1pants of the h•gh school wnt•ng contest
workshops sponsored by the F•ct•on
Wnt1ng Department.

C H

C A G 0

Brandon Rizzo Se nior Recital
• Concert Hall. 1014 S. M •ch•gan
• Monday, May 8. 6 pm
• Mus•c Department 312.344.6102

Duke Elllni:f:on's, Black, Brown and
Belt•
O•rected by Bobb•e W•lsyn, mus•cal
d•rect•on by Scott Hall: Columb•a
College Jazz Ensemble and solo•sts.
• Geu Theatre, 12 E. 11th

• Friday, May 10

• Hokm Gallery
623 S. Wabash

•7:30 pm

• Saturday, May 11, 10 am 3 pm

• Fnday, May 10 &
Sat urday, May 11
7:30 pm
• M USIC Department. 312.344.6102

• Concert Hall
1014 5. Michigan

• Concert Hall
1014
Michigan

• Monday, May 13

• Wednesday, May 15

s.

12:30 pm

6:00pm

• Music Department
312.344.6102

',

X~x;:r-~,x
X

• Music Department
312.344.6102

2~'/,Jf>,, :f"'"~f.-:/

~.-:

,

"'

• Concert Hall
1014 S. M IChigan

• Friday, May 17
7:00pm

• Thursday. May 23

• MUSIC Department
3 12.344 .6102

• MusiC Department
312.344.6102

'
>"~

;:0

''

• Concert Hall
1014 S. Mich1gan

6:00 pm

31

:<

Adv•nced Composition Aecttlll

The Independent Showe~~M

Gradu.t• Stud• nt Thula R..dlnC •nd A•c:aptlon

Reading by and re<:eption for the depart·
ment's graduating seniOrs.

• Concert Hall
1014 5. M ichigan

Uhlbltion of experimental and documen·
tary tapes by T.V. students.

Maste(s candidates in the Fiaion Writ1ng department read the1r thesis work.
Followed by the JOhn Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story WorkShOp SchOlarship Award
and the Sylvia McNair Travel Story SchOlarShip Award.

• Hokln Annex, 623 5. Wabash

• Tuesday, May 28
7:00pm

• Hokin Auditorium

• M usic Department, 312.344.6102

• Television Department. 312.344.7203

F1ctJon WrltJnc S.nlof Readlnc

• Library of Un ion League Club
• Fnday, May 31, 7:00 pm

• Friday, May 24, 2 :00 pm
• Fiction Writing. 312.344,7615

• Friday, May 3 1. Time TBA
• Fiction Wnt 1ng. 312.3 44.7611

Fill out the enclosed flyer. or

Call

312.344.

Or Order Online at

www.co umbiachronicle.co

•
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Columbia Chronicle Editorial

Shady budgeting muddies
tuition-hike rationale
announced plans to construct a new dormitory and student center, but wh\'n is
the college going to release definitive
plans of the cost of these things and the
plans for their completion? Students
should be dissatisfied with current plans
and ask that the college outline the
future uses of our tuition money in writing.
Students were a lso mailed a list of the
additiona l fees that will be charged in
additio n to the new tuition rate . The
fees for the U-PASS increased S 10 since
we began having it at Columbia and
there is a new Student llcalth Center
Fcc on the bill. Not on ly arc these some
of the fees students will have to bear
next year but the course fees-which
are listed in the fall schedule- arc additiona l costs students must factor into
next year's tuition bill.
Some of the course fees arc so high ,
many of us wonder how much of the
tuition costs go toward the class with
such an incredibly high class fcc .
President Carter needs to clarify what
he means by "we have cont inued to
invest and reinvest in our faculty, our
staff, our facilities and our services" if
he want.s students to buy into the necessity o f a tuition increase every year.
Carter also needs to start showing students he has the power to bring in more
outside funds to help the college grow
without severe burdens on students and
faculty.
The tuition increase may prove to be
beneficial to students yet, but many are
growing impatient to see these changes
and additions to their already extraordinary institution.

Tuition is on the rise agai n, as many
student s anticipated.
All students
enrolling in the fall 2002 semester can
count on paying at least $595 per
semester more than they did this year.
The news of the increase could not have
come at a worse time considering the
proposed elimination of the MAP grant
for Columbia.
l\lost students currently enrolled at
Columbia received a letter in the past
week from President Warrick L. Carter
announcing next year's increase. The
letter touted that "Columbia College has
grown into one of the largest private
institutions of higher education in
Illinois and continues to have one o f the
lowest tuition rates of all independent
colleges and universities in the state."
Somehow this docs not console many
students.
Whenever tuition ri ses, as it has eve ry
year since fall of 1997, there arc complaints and worries about the cost of
attending college. These complaints
and "orries are justified. The cost of
attending Co lumbia , and most colleges.
has become extremely difficult for students to deal with.
Tuition at Columbia has risen a total
of almost $5.000 since yearly increases
began in 1997.
We full y understand that tuition cannot stay the same forever, and that it
needs to rise to keep pace with innation.
The problem here is that the administration has not adequately explained where
the funds appropriated will be going.
There is a haze surrounding the use of
student money.
The college has purchased a new
school building and computers and

Photo by Yrktrf SenoiChraride

Women's studies: It's about time
By Krlstln Leonardi
StaR Writer

Tuition doesn't buy access to facilities
is guilty of similar restrictions. You
can't usc the darkrooms unless you arc
a Photo major. You can't usc the
graphic design lab unless you arc a part
o f the Art and Design department. So,
when Film maj ors want to print a
poster for their lilm, it's off to the 24ho ur Kinko's to pay an incredible
amount of money.
Though tuition docs go toward something good, most of us never sec it.
We arc denied the right to usc every
available resource. Sure. some of us
may not know how to usc the equipment. But then again, some of us do.
Why doesn't the sc hool make up tests
on equipment usage and ollow access
to the facility to all students who pass.
regardless of their majors? This wuy,
the department hea1b thenuc lves can
determine whether or nut you are capa·
blc of us ing a Mac compute r or a
Bolex carnera.
There seems to be nothing yo u can
do to get your money's worth In nny
given depurtmcnl. IJut there Is one
thing that you can do. Uti lite your
available rc oourccs. If there Is An event
hllppcnlnl!. go chec k It Oul. If y()u
have co mput ers In your dcpartnlclil.
use them. We muy not be "blc to ~on •
trol how the sthuol olio atcs our
tuition, but w• should toke ildvantage
o r 3 ! muc h (10 po••lhlc while we're
here. A Ocr all, we' re poy ln11 fur It

By Cassie Welcher
ME Editor
Since Columbia's 1999 fall semester.
tuit ion 113$ been rai sed at least $5 70 a
semesta- a grand total of approximately $1 , 140 dollars a year. This sum
may not seem like much to Columbia
studeniJ, but it does add up. But what
does it pay for? A portion of it is a llocated 10 the many dcpartmcniJ at
Columbia. I !o we ver. some of our
tuition fen pay for facilitin we arc not
always able 10 use.
Why doe' Co lumbia feel the need to
overfill itJ pot of gold? Many students
don't see where the mo ney is actually
going. Fo r instance, the school recent·
ly c::on_•tructed a new dance center and
a new film building. But why sho uld
students of every major pay for that?
lla ve mm t students even lx:cn to the
danc;e ce nter? II ave they ever been to
the film building? Maybe a couple of
times for events. bot that wa• probably
because there was free food The prob·
lem JJ that, generally, • tude nts In other
majors are n01 a llowed to use these
(ac:ilitieJ, despite the fa ct that our
money ha_~ funded its cor.,tructlon
If student• in maJo r• other than Film
wa nt to check out a came ra for a pro}
~ct . can !hey? No, but wo a ll pay for
It And II IS 0<11 JU~I In the fl ilm depart·
men1 !.very depa rtme nt 10 the •chool
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When we think of innuential women
in history, names like Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Sojourner Truth, Rosa Parks,
Joan of Arc, Marie Curie and even New
Yorker critic Ellen Willis come to mind.
In the past, women were persecuted and
subjugated by men. Women were not
allowed to vote, own property or even
hold a public office.
As early as the late 1800s, women
like: Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth
Stanton demanded a change in women's
rights. These women already understood what the: male masses did notwomen, just like men, have their equal
place in history.
Now in the 21st century, women have
come a long way. No longer just relegated to the role: of homemaker nnd
mother, women have continued to neu·
trallzc previous stereotypes.
Finally recognizing the: importance
women have: in history, Columbia hns
added n Women and Gender Studies
minor r.ro~ram. Other collcgc:s, such llS
DePau, olfer u woman's studies degree,
while: Roosevelt University otTers n
mBSier's degree In Women's Studies.
olumbin is slowly rc:cot~nitlng the
importance of gender studies. A sixperson committee or Co lumbia fnc ulty
had been worklnl! on n proposal for
four years to cstnbli~h the prot~mm .
Wh"t took them so lonl! 10 hPIJruve it
Women over the lli!C:S hnd to prove to
soc iety thnt their voices needed to be
hcnrd . Anthony, Stnnton nnd Sojourner
'!'ruth were nil outspoken In the ~ufl'tn ·
l!ist movement. In StJhe or the odds
s trtcked fiQillnst them. they rentl,cd the
were bel nl! unl\1irly llis~rl mi nntc~l
lll!n lnst nml f)\lrsc utcd. n111l dill ~u n1c•
thiu11 about h .
Wumcn h11v uont rl butclltu llrt. liter~·
lllt11, musle nmJ s· lontll1 · 11mlltll!• ·
l(nrc ly tellul!nltctl or hll!hli l!hlull, the•u
WOil1CII mndc n llhiiiC fur thcm~ c lv c s h
fJc rs vcrlni!• In the lnl c 19110•. ;,; the
ltntrt lb tt\t tUUUr tt\Utl ~nUU\ht .Wf fuM hfllt~
04' t't"-1 1 tJhurtt num~ ~14 ...''"'' ltlt! P\ftlt!\.1

Y!!!lt "'

'Of Y' "tflftl~tt tttltf met bt WI UVt tu U1p ~''ltpiJ '''"-\\!ttl
of •1'~ tVt tlel!l•

l~
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tJflt In thl~ pt•btl eflbtl " '
111 nM tht~~ t:rVhtlun• bf

f1f IN 'll'tttlt pnd

tl'tt tJIV'"bl• ChftJhlel•; Cuh.tff'blt't Journfll•rtt
"'""" ' - " ' or Colurnbfo Collott

Chli opu

lollo,. ton bo lt,.tl1u lo• (J II H-1'Uit,
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women's movement was evolving,
women like Ellen Willis were breaking
new ground.
Willis broke the barriers of the male·
dominated world of rock n' roll writing.
Willis wrote essays about rock n' roll
and counterculture pcnitics. Her
straightforward, opinionated, thought·
provoking words challenged and
angered most of her male counterparts.
I wonder why a supposedly liberal
college like Columbia waited so long to
give students the option of having this
minor. Looking through the 2002
course catalog, I did notice several
classes geared toward women.
Students can take an American
Authors class on the legacy of Angie
Dickinson or Women in H1story o r even
a women ·s health care class. There
were n few more classes of this kind
and that WllS it. It seemed very vague.
Schools like DePaul and Roosevelt
offer B plethora of cillSses that are not
j ust relegated to women's history and
health issues.
Is Columbia really that narrow-mind·
ed that the hit~het'-ups feel these are the
on ly classes that will appeal to those
interested in women's studies?
Wnlkinl! through the various campus·
es, I constantly sec sit~ns advertising the
nc:oct play. dAnce, musli:al act or in~m
ship opportunity. If the e things can be!
promoted then why ctm't cl~e
\\'' lut
about moti Ming women and men t
111ke a diverse ct. s inste1d of sHiyil\1;
within thdr rt pcc tlve bubbles
In tl cl~ like Chi 'i\i!CJ. dlvc:rsl • I· th•t
only our friend, It m(ll..c · u· unlllliC. ' '
we nil ~CJ o ut nml ~t11cr the "~' t pht~ ·<
In uur lives, I hupc "c 1:\lulo.llli.l thh ••
pCJSillvcl . cons ·li.lusly tmd " 1\\•l•h '.1ft

edt. .

'I hut mcllt\~ lcm-nh'tll~l l\~ • •pt ~~~~~~
1.11\llvntnnll lllhcr ..wltutc~ . \\\ 1\ncn\
studlc~ cnn eulllthtcn '11' •t111l nt. If
11h•c n lhc ~hill\~\' It I' 11l-\1UI IIIII ' th,1t
{\IIUIIIhlil rt'CIII!tl l.-~llthl' 11\llll' l Nil\\
htlh~ ..! I 1 l.:<'tll\1" , It
I'C'I"' I\\1\' 11
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Anti-American sentiment based on false
assumptions about United States

Ryan Adair
Executive Editor
Jillian Helmer
Managing Editor
Neda Simeon ova
News Editor

By Matthew Kerstein
Staff Writer
There is a strong antiAmerican point of view that
thrives in Europe and in Arab
countries in the Middle East.
The hatred that seems to grow
in these countries toward the
United States is misdirected
and often based on assumptions and propaganda rather
than facts.
Some recent commentaries
shed an interesting light on
the subject.
Newton Minow, in a March
19, article published in the
Chicago Tribune, sai d part of
the reason for such strong
anti-American feelings in
some countries was a lack of
an American media presence.
He said he feels American
ideals and points of view are
not being heard-especially in
the Middle East.
In Arab countries, media
outlets such as AI Jazeera saturate the soc iety with antiAmerican and anti- Western
messages. Children are
exposed to a way of thinking
and judging the conduct of the
U.S. without having the
opportunity to make up their
own minds.
"We live now in a world
where we are the lone superpower, and the target of envy
and resentment not just in the
Middle East but elsewhere,"
wrote Minow.
David Brooks, senior editor
of the Weekly Standard, wrote
in an April commentary, that
part of this resentment ste ms
from the inability of some of
these countries to become
economically stable and play
a larger role in the Western
world.
What is it about our society
that these countries hate so
much?
Brooks answers this question from an essay in the New
York Review of Books called,
"Occidental ism," by Avishai
Marga! it and Ian Buruma.
Occidentalism refers to the
characteristic traits of Western
people. These include: the
city, which stands for arti stic
freedom, commerce and
mixed population; the mass
media, which includes advertising, television , and pop
music; advancements in science and technology; and the
emanc ipation of women.
These are some of the main
characteristics the essay lists
as making up Western culture.
It is the spread of these things
that the Arab countries feel
corrupt their culture.
Brooks points out the inconsistency in this view. Many of
these countries that profess to
hate o ur capitalistic ways
tried and fai led to become a
part of it. The humiliation of
having a supposedly morally
inferior country such as the
United States play the role of
sole hyper-power is the underlying cause of the anger and
resentment toward America.
"Humiliation caused by the
fact that in the 1960s and
1970s, many Arab and
Muslim nations tried to join
this bourgeois world . They
tried to modernize, and they
failed . Some Arab countries
continue to pursue the low
and dirty modernizing path,
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continue to ape the sordid
commerciali sts and even to
accept the presence of
American troops on Arabian
so il," Brooks said.
The U.S. State Department
has background information
on countries that, like Brooks
said, have tried to modernize
and failed or are still in the
process.
Countries like Syria have
tried to develop, but because
of leadership and government
problems have not been able
to. An excerpt from the background information on Syria
shows some of this:
"Although rapid econom ic
development followed the
declaration of independence
of April 17, 1946, Syrian politics from independence
through the late 1960s was
marked by upheaval. A series
of military coups, begun in
1949, undermined civi lian
rule and led to army colonel
Adib Shishakli's seizure of
power in 1951 . After the overthrow of President Shishakli
in a 1954 coup, continued
political maneuvering supported by competing factions
in the military eventually
brought Arab nationalist and
socialist elements to power."
In 1993, according to the U.S.
State Department, Syria's
GOP (Gross Domestic
Product) was $10 billion.
A country like Saudi Arabia,
on the other hand, is one that
continues to pursue economic
gains and has had success
even though the majority of
the terrorists involved with
the destruction of the World
Trade Center were from this
country.
Saudi Arabia is the world 's
leading exporter of petroleum.
It has a special interest in
a llying itself with Western
countries, whose ideals its
people seem to detest. The
United States is Saudi
Arabia's largest trading partner. The GOP of Saudi Arabia
is around $145 billion with a

large amount of that due to
trade relations with Western
countries. They are also wi lling to a llow the U.S. military
use of their land for strategic
placement of troops and
equipment.
There is still, however, the
widespread hatred of the U.S.
According to the U.S. State
Department Web site, the people of both Syria and Saudi
Arabia live under many
restrictions of freedom. There
are prohibitions on freedom of
speech, press and religion.
The c itizens have no rights to
change their government and
there is discrimination against
women and ethnic and religious minorities.
They have the same capitalist tendencies as the United
States, with none of the freedoms Americans respect.
Brooks points to France
in an a rticle call ed the "Real
Axis of Evil," written by
Ignacio Ramonet in the
French publication, Le Monde
Diplomatique. It states, the
real axis of evil is made up of
the International Monetary
Fund, World Bank, and the
World Trade Organization, led
by the United States The article goes on to show the horrors of how the United States,
"Force feeds economic
Liberalism to the world."
France, however, is, according to the U.S. State
Department, the fourth largest
Western industrialized economy. T he GOP in 1995 was
somewhere around $1.5 tri llion.
French citizens show contempt toward the United
States for being a hyperpower with no moral or social
redemption in regards to our
money and power hungry
society.
This seems to be a strange
sentiment coming from a
country that seems to be just
as zealously capitalistic.
Jean-Marie Le Pen, a far
right-wing, xenophobe won a

ticket to the run-off in the
French presidential election at
a time when xenophobia and
anti-Israeli se ntiments seem to
be rising up all over France
and Europe.
A column written by journalist Oriana Fallaci expresses
dissati sfaction with the current s ituation taking shape in
Italy:
"I find it shamefu l and see
in all this the rise of a new
fascism, a new Nazism. A fascism, a Nazism, that is much
more grim and revolting
because it is conducted and
nourished by those who hypocritically pose as do-gooders,
progressives, communists,
pacifists, Catholics, or rather,
Christians, and who have the
gall to label a warmonger
anyone like me who screams
the truth."
This extreme pessimism and
hatred is being given a chance
to rise up because of the
Israel i-Palestinian conflict and
the continuing strength and
resi lience of the U.S. economy.
The United States is being
frowned upon for being the
only ones to stand up for
Is rael and the Western way of
li fe. These columnists agree
on the point that the anti-U.S.
feeling see ms to be based on
general perception rather than
facts.
The anti-American feeling
has also become tied into
anti-Israeli feeling. The
defense of Israe l has become
not only a defense of the
Jewish people, but of the
Western , democratic way of
life. It has become the issue
of the day, and to say Israel
has a right to exist is almost
to defend America for existing
and for being so successful.
The people in these countries should be protesting for
changes in their own societies
and not look to place blame
on America and Israel.
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Commentary

COWMBIA'S VOICES
Chris Routhe is off
th e mark
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I am pleased to see that the young
Republicans arc alive and we ll.
("Environmentalism weakens U.S. security) I was rea lly beginning to get p----- otr
with the disgusting amount of free thought
and intelligence that was growing toward
the end of the last millennium.
There is nothing like a healthy dose of
unquest ioni ng patriotism to hring the
heans and minds of the count!"\' in line
with bi~ bu:.iness.
But ne1 er fear. Minnesota is here! I
must be sure and 1\Titc the faculty board of
lJniversit; of Minnesota and let them
kno" "nat a great job they arc doing. I
ha1 e full1aith in th is fine institution to
mold the lllturc leaders of America.
It is.,.lcmd off my mind to know tha t
under !he~.,Supreme leadership tree hugl!ing liijip~ and communist subversives
"'ill b&.hr9\Jght under control. It "ill be a
blessina toJinall~ see the federal g01ernment aft& multinational corporations team
up to ljji, ~ir O\\ n pockets.
After"lDI~ere arc no s uch things as
global ~ng. corporate welfare. the
ozone Ia~ cC)ir pollution. water pollution.
nuclear "~ and the Bill o f Rights.
Eve!"\ one ~1101\ S that those things arc
just communist lies designed to "eaken
the united States" stand against the So1 iet
menace I for one " ould like to thank
Chris Routhe for so accurate !~ speaking
out for the '"silent majorit) .. of this countf!
and ~i1e him m' best" ishes in his future
endea1 0rs.
.
Who knows~ \1a' be he can folio" in
the great footsteps of such legendaf!
!1.1innesota leaders as Gov. Jesse Ventura.
Dude. he kicked maJor bun in "Predator.'"
man.
-Eric S m ith/Sophom ore

Ed Morris will be fondly remembered
First. kt me sa) 1'1e been 1ef! gratified ~ the lo11ng co1 erage about m)
father in the Columbw Chrome/e. As others ha1e noted. the v.orst thing about )our
obituat) is that you· re ne1 cr around to
read it.
I grev. up '" the TV business in Chicago.
and got a chance to sec m) dad at v. o~
first hand When he started at \1.TIW in
1958, the station was stoll located at the
\1"""um ofScocncc & lndu.\try, I passed
man) an odic hour gving at taping.s

through the "window to the world" - a
large plate-glass window that looked down
on the studio (which must have been disconcening for crew and talent a like).
I went to the first taping of " Book
Beat," the book talk show my dad created
with Bob C romie of the Tribune for
WTTW. The guests that day-Nov. 23,
1963-were Nelson A lgrcn and James T.
Farre ll, two of the living lions of Chicago
fiction. My dad and I drove down to a
South Side tenement to pick up A lgren,
who apparently was "ithout a car at that
time. I remember two things about that
day: Algren commented on my red socks,
and he said he thought President
Kcnncd) 's assassination "as the product
of a conspiracy. I can't remember if he
repeated that notion on the show, but it
was a memorable bo" for that great, longrunning series. I still think it was the pride
of 1111 father's career. lie was an avid
reader all his life.
Through the wonders of nepotism, I
wound up 1\0rking for WTTW. as a cabin
boy in the PR depanment, after the station
moved to its Nonh Side quaners in the
·60s. A couple of experiences there set me
on the course I fo lio" today; both of them
were the product of'"Our Peo ple," a
news/entenainment show for the black
community originated b) my father. I got
to see llo"lin' Wolfperfonn in all his
glol). and kibiucd "ith B. B. King after he
sho"cd up t\\O hours carl) for a taping.
So I suppose I ha1e m~ father to thank for
m) love of blues music, and m) career
today as a music jo urnalist at Bollboard

.\laga=one.
01er the )Cars. I "as luck) enough to
spend some quiet hours " ith my dad at his
apanment next to Lincoln Park. Natural!) ,
11e"d watc h TV a lot. lie "ould talk to his
TV set (a habitl"1e picked up m)self),
barking at news anchors and sponscasters
and sometimes o ffering anecdotes (some
none too flattering) about ccnain local TV
personalities he kne"' This kind of footnot ing could on!) have been the product
of a lifetime spent in the Chicago TV business. and I always got a kick out of these
monologues
My dad talked to his T V for a reason.
lie dedicated his life to the creation of
quality television programming, and had
tv.o Peabody A"ards to shov. for his
efforts lie decried the all-too-pre1alent
stupodit), medoocril), and m indlessness in
the medoum I hope that m) fat her's man)
students at Columbia v.oll Cat!) on in his
name, and "ill fulfill hos conce ption of TV
as a conduot for lomitle\S imagmat iun and
anistic achocvcment
"hriJ M orrWReadrr

MAP grant meetings
mislead students
I would like to inform the student
body about the misdirection by the people involved in organiz ing the
M onetary Award Program g rant protest.
I attended one of the meetings in
order to fi nd out what I could do to
help get the scumbags in Springfie ld to
el imi nate the grant cuts. Unfortunately,
what I had experienced was little more
than chaos and fraud.
Many of us at the meeting were there
to find out how to protest the MAP cuts
w hen in fact the people organizing the
p rotest were joining an already planned
protest by the city colleges. The city
colleges' issue was that they were going
to lose counselors due to across the
board cuts in educational funding.
Unfortunately that was and is not the
issue for most of Colum bia's students.
If we were to join the protes t, our iss ue
of MAP grant cuts would have been
lost in the shuffie, and our voices
wou ld not be heard. A few of us desired
to start our own protest but have not
been able to organize due to t ime constraints. There were fliers informing us
and even read that there was to be a
MAP grant protest when, in fact, this
was not the case. The protest was about
general educational cuts.
I did not like being mi s led by the
organ izers. To the organizers: You cannot expect to get people to act in unison
and with one mindsct when y ou mislead
people- hence all the arguing at the
meeting. One of the organizers was
e ven an uppcr-dass person who
astounded me with her confident lack
of understanding of the world around
her. It makes me wonder about
American higher education. You can get
a degree and still be ignorant. Amazing.
- Mitchell Logan/Junior

Protests must not be
taken lightly
It should be a priority of modern
c ulture to understand the intrinsic value
o f knowledge . Yet at the first sign of a
theoretically induced budget crisis. it's
knowledge it self which seems to be the
first v ictim of bad accounting and
fraud .
Yet , our elected unicials have forgotten that the good of the people, is in
fact the priority, as opposed to the

seduction of re-election and unchallenged s lush funds. We all too o ften
forget that these individuals are placed
into office because the majority of our
peers seem to believe that they are the
best person for the job.
However, people d o make mistakes.
That's to be said of both voters and
politicians. The reasonab le solution to
these mi stakes is that they be heard.
The voice of the people is a powerful
thing. And like a c hild playing with a
gun, it can be dangerous.
I, as much as most and more than
some, stand a great deal to lose with
the elimination of the MAP grant.
Quite simply, I will no longer be able
to attend Columbia and this hurts.
Since I was a freshman in high school,
I ' ve dreamed of going to Co lumbia,
getting my degree in journalis m and
becoming rich and famous. Not only is
it likely that I won 't be able to anend
Columbia, it also probable I won't be
able to attend college at all. If this
doesn't place me in a form of social
and economical restraint, I don't know
what possibly could.
My situation is identical to some
2,500 other students at Columbia alone.
The MAP grant has ensured a college
education for tens of thousands of
knowledge seeki ng citizens. Which
brings me to my overall point. The
government, which is created by the
people, is doing something we don't
like. It's completely emotionally correct to want to demonstrate as it is the
strongest way of being heard .
However, a whisper is sweeter to the
ears then a y ell.
We as students, artists and c itizens
are outraged that the government we
created is trying to take away perhaps
the most vi tal tool a society can posess,
knowledge. We certainly want our
voice to be heard but it's vital that we
practice restraint. C o lumbia is already
seen as an economically viable institution, we offer the most updated technology and some of the finest s taff and
faculty the city of Chicago has to offer.
However, we also rake in a huge
profit, enough for Columbia to be the
largest property owner in the South
Loop and to purchase a multimilliondollar mansion for present and future
school presidents. Collectively, in
terms of an ins titution, we have m o ney .
Individually, we are nearly starving.
-S hane R e dmond/ opbomore

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: What are you planning on getting your mother for Mother's Day?
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J\dditi9nal
Summer
}ie_e-istrati9n
Inf9rma-t i9n
Additional Summer registration will be
held from Monday, June 3 to Thursday,
June 6 from 10:00 am to 6:00pm and
Saturday, June 8, from 10:00 am to 1:00
•All undergraduate students can pick up a Summer Schedule of classes from
the student services offices .
•Graduate students can pick up Summer Schedules in the Graduate Office.
•Students-at-large register during Open Registration, Thursday, June 6 and
Saturday June 8 .

• Free pregnancy tests

I believe in the three R's.
Readin', Ritin', and Redial.

CALL TODAY!

• Free ultrasound

Loop Center
necessary

104 S. Michigan

• Someone to talk
to 24 hours a day

1-888-AM I PREG

• Confidential services
• Physician referrals

Also located in:
Belmont
Humboldt Park
Oak Park
South Shore
Woodfield

Pregnancy Centers

1-888-AM I PREG
VNVW.careonecenters.com

NOKIA5165
FREE*

NOKIA 3360
ONLY 149.99*
'With 2-year Activation

NEO Communications
427 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
(312)356-8800 fax: (3 12)356-8804
M-F 9am-6pm, Sat. IOam-4pm

~

cingular··

Egg Donors
Needed
• Give the gift of life to an
infertile couple ...
• Our program is completely anonymo us
• 24 hour I 7 Day Support

W ill fLUS

Authorized Agent

WITH THIS COUPON RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL

10o/o OFF
on Nokia 3360 or Pay No Sales Tax on Nokia 51651
Coupon valid only at NEO Communications (expires 6/1102)

$5,000 Compensation
For information call. ..

847/656-8733
The Center for Egg Options, LLC.
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A DAY IN Tl

Danny Crawford has bee
and difficult battle buildir
works out, studies films.
league. When the gam
eamed him the respect <
This is a day in the life o
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NBA referee for the last 17 years. It has been a long
is status as one of the NBA's best officials. Crawford
j travels almost everyday just like the players in the
:arts he is extremely fair and professional and it has
ayers, coaches, and other officials in the league.
mny Crawford.
1
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Deep down.
Dizzy had the right stuff.
He just needed someone
to show him the ropes.

the

N ew

GUY

dare to be different
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SOny.COm/TheNeWGUy

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to aHend a special advance screening of

the New GUY
on Tuesday, May 7th at the Loews Cineplex 900 N. Michigan Cinemas.
Po·•..,_, ~ oro ovo •lobkt " h•lo $Uppl•e~ lost on a f•ul< ome, ftr$I·$Orvod bcu•s O ne pou po• pouon. No purchase noccuary. Employocs o f all promotional partners and thei r agencies ore not eligible.
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Erotic art gallery shows work by Columbia artists
By Laurie Salgado
Staff Writer
The Feiti~o is showcasing the sexually c harged art of Columbia photography major Helen Berkun and
1991 Columbia grad uate and current Feiti~o art director Rita
Smolyansky.
Smolyansky's "Spying Serena" is
a series of seven paintings which
depict Serena's daily ro utine , consisting of bondage, self-m uttlation
and domination. Smolyansky uses
vivid shades of primarily b lue,
green, red and purple to create loud
pieces.
With the exception the firs t painting, "Sleeping Beauty," which presents the length of Serena's whole
body and is the o nl y acryl ic piece in
the series, Smolyansky worked on
large canvasas. Each piece was created with o il paint and is intimate,
with five close-up paintings on the
mid-section of the body and one
concentrating on Serena's mouth.
"Cravings" shows Serena's perfect
white teeth biting into a pastry.
"Wired for Pleasure" is a clever
name for a painting in whic h
Serena and a man with hi s mo uth
and eyes zippered shut e ngagi ng in
a barbed-wire fetish. Smolyansk y
painted the barbed wire, but used
real metal rings for Serena's pierced
nipples, navel, clitoris, back and legs.
Berkun 's black-and- whi te photographs are exhibited in a separate
room, hanging on three seperate walls.
A dark red upho lstered c hair si ts in the
middl e of the exhibit. Two lights are
angled o n ten numbered eac h titled
"Fetish." "Fet;sh 6" and "Fetish 7'' are
high-contras t pieces in which the
objects catch your eye . Berkun's work
is fu ll of movement. She captures
activities and facial expressions that
appear to be natural, personal and definite ly fetish-inOuenced. "Fetis h 5"
depicts a woman's to rso with long dark
hair shaped perfectly aro und her nipple,
givi ng th e piece a circular mo tion.
"Fetish I" is a photograph o f a man
inserting a sword into a blonde woman
from the rear. The entire image of
"Fetish I," a lthough the mo tio n would
logica lly move forward, leans backward g iving the photograph a un ique
movement. The blurred fin gert ips of a
caged man, a hig h hee led pump pressed
against a man 's cheek and other co nPhotos by Helen Berl<un
cepts make up the rema ining erotic
(Top) 'Untitled' by Rita Smolyansky. (Above and
images.
Left)
Helen
Berkun
asked
100
people
what their
The exhibits contrast with one ano th er nicely by use of med ium and color. fetishs were, and she created 12 photographs
Gallery Director Miss Marilyn said she based on the responses. Her work, along with
liked the e rotic content by both artists. Smolyansky's paintings are exhibited at the
The loud colo rs and the chosen medium Feiti90 gallery through May 18.
used attracted her to Smolyansky's
work.
Artists interested in displaying their work at FeitifO should contact Miss
Marilyn at (773) 384-0586. Tire exhibit runs through May 18 at FeitifO, 1821
W North Ave. Helen Berkun also lras photographs exhibited in Columbia
Hokin Annex, as well as on lrer Web site, www.public.fotki.com/vixen.
Visit Rita Smolyansky's site atwww.public.fotki.com/margarita69.
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Theater
review:
'The
Weird
Sisters'
(page 21)

This week In A&E:

The Meat
Purveyors
release new
bluegrass
album
(page 23)

Will
you be
the next
pop star?
(page 24)
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By Chris Coates
Copy Editor
There is one staple of modem Hollywood that transcends all generations: the teen movie. From "Rebel
Without a Cause" to "Crossroads," your local movie
house has seen a fair share from the teen genre. But seldom do such movies relay a message that leaves the audience walking away with an inkling of emotion. A new
film by Mexican-born Alfonso Cuar6n changes that
sterotype. "Y Tu Mama Tambien" takes the typical teen
movie and leaves the hormone-charged teens, but still
manufactures a vivid picture that incorporates the emotion
and ambiance that's so often missing fi'om mainstream
photos courtesyof ~WN<.imdb.oom motion pictu~es.. .
.
(Top) Diego Luna in 'YTu Mama Tambien.' (Below) The sexedWh~n thetr ~trlfi'tends le~ve to study abroad m I!aly,
up trio (L toR) Gael Garcia Bernal Maribel Verdu and Diego best fnends Julto (Gael Garcta Bernal) and Tenoch (Otego
Luna.
'
Luna) are left behind in the posh Mexico City of their
teenage years. Julio and Tenoch settle in for a girlfriendfree summer of alcohol, habitual drugs and sporadic classes at the local un iversity.
When the duo meets a woman I0 years their senior at a
wedding, they nervously flirt with her. In the heat of chatter, they tell Luica (Maribel Verdu) of a factitious majestic beach and invite her to tag along on their trip there-a
proposition she declines.
Three days later, Julio is awakened by Luica's telephone
call: She's had a change of heart. It seems Luica's marriage is collapsing and-much to the chagrin of Julio and
Tenoch-shc 's looking to take a trip to escape, at least for
the moment. Of course, the beach in question is pure fantasy-the teenagers were merely making nervous conversat ion. E\'cn so, the trio piles in a car Julio has borrowed
and takes to the road.

Book Review:
More, Now and Again

HoiiY)Vo<?ct Enclin.g not.~nough
lor latest Anen Him

i\H lBE.
'\ t • \\.

By Michael Hlrtzer

Val's eyes.
The cast and crew, unaware of Val's
blindness, follow his unusual direction
until the NYU student gets fired based
Pardon the cliche, but if you've seen on the Chinese cameraman's belief that
one Woody Allen movie you've seen the incoherent and unorganized film-as
them all. And if you've seen any film directed by a blind man would
"Hollywood Ending." you've seen Allen be-is a result of the student's faulty
fall. Speaking of cliches, Allen 's guilty translation. In steps ex-wife Ellie, Val's
ofu.sing them as well: lie relics on tech- only other confidant.
Ellie begins
niques he's already beaten to death in his spending more time with Val and their
other fi lms in
romance begins
order to try to
to
rekindle.
propel
this
Afler some conmovie- a movie
fusion, a wrap
that has little
party and some
plot and no payscat hin g
off.
reviews,
the
Allen •tarll as
movie
flops.
Val WaJ<man, a
But nil ends
tkittish, narci'well. of course.
sisttc filmmaker
All of the
111 d~re need of a
cla~,i~ Woody
Job ll1• ex-wife
Allen clements
Ellie
('lea
arc here: musLeoni ), reu>m turbatory comelli10IO COUI1My of _ , otndb com dy. CO incidcntol
hi\
mcnd•
dircUm;<. talcnl~ (L to R) TReat Wllfiama. Tea Leoni, Woody Afftn rc ~ tnurunt
to her mlffllln· and Debra Mttalng llJt In ' Hoffywood Ending.'
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This is where the film takes on a familiar tone: Two
teens in a dilapidated car careen through picturesque landscapes, hoping to learn about themselves and the world. It
seems like the standard coming-of-age drama-but don't
be fooled.
Cuar6n sets his film both in the upper echelon of Mexico
and in its much-depicted seedy underbelly. This frankness molds a standard-issue teen hit into something much
more intriguing-a genuine, graphic, poignant gl impse
into levelheaded human emotions.
Much of the media attention given to "Y Tu Mama
Tambien" centers on Cuar6n's liberal portrayal of the
male and female anatomy. The film is littered with significant amounts of sex and nudity, excessive even for a
foreign film. Most of the movie revolves around sex in
one way or another. Sex is di scussed as nonchalantly in
this film as it would be in a locker room. This talk, and
the actions thereafter, are so explicit that it borders on
being uncomfortable.
Unfortunately, this unblinking realism overshadows the
film's brilliant plot and Cuar6n's use of the medium. This
is the Mexico we rarely see. Many of the scenes are shot
with a hand-held camera, relaying a "COPS" like sensation of reality. Throughout the film, the camera movements closely mirror the classic cinematography of
Hitchcock's "Vertigo" or Welles' "A Touch of Evil."
Silence is used intermittently within scenes, often in the
middle of dialogue, with a narrator providing biographical
data on a character. At the first occurrence of this the
audience may gasp, believing the film somehow malfunctioned.
In the end, the appeal of "Y Tu Mama Tambien" lies in
the s implicity of the film's plot. As is common in many
foreign films, the plot seems incomplete as the credits
roll: Strings are le ft unattached, characters remain raw and
open and the ending is ambiguous, which is truly refreshing.
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More, Now and Again: A
Memoir ofAddiction
by Ellzabetb Wurtzel

Hardcover, 333 pages
November 2001. $25.00
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Simoa & Scbuster, publitbu

By Hillary Isaacs
Correspondent
If anyone had the tenacity and will
power to get through Elizabeth Wurtzel's
first memoir, published in 1994, Prozac
Nntio11: }~ung and Dep,.mfd In
Amoric'n, they will not find anything stwlningly deviant In the subject matter of her
new angst-ridden opus. Mol'fl, Now,
Again, A Memoir e>/ Addiction. Her first
book, though a seemlnsly thouahtful,
rftliontll and humble account of what it's
like to livo will\ohtonlc depression, reads
more like 11 spoiled little rlc:h alrl's (with
the Ivy League tdu·ma-catlon, no leu)
tt:diously d.:ulllcd hMdout for mentlll
mMochlsm.
Wum.cl'a second book is no different.
llere, »he writes of the brund·sponkina·
new mulally in her life: llrut~ addiction.
We nro supposed to sit up ond tlllu: wid~·
eyed notice of W\lrt:tel's c~eperl~nllcs
because she trios to proclaim hcraclf
Mtoundlnaly unique In the !\let thftt ahO'$
not your avcraac SITtfttk/crntkldopc
Junkie. but a R.ltolin lldtllct. As Wun1.cl
l1or elf dccreca, "I 1101 ubush11 11 df'\1¥
thut'x bll1!1cally fur al. ·YCIIr-ol<ft, I am
not11 uool drua addict. I an1 pllthctlo." At
lc:lll!t llhc lldntlll lt.
'l11o lt1uJ£hlnll beh ind her hack tilde\ It
It tllsturbina to l'llntl uf' thu atrana t tl
thtlt can corn• ~ • l'll1uh of ltlto.llo IIddle·
tlotl: triohotlllomnnlu (tho ob on lvt eotn•
pultilon lo rip one'& hAir out and In
Ww1zul 'a cue, the (Otllpulslon to twteto
llnd pluck out her lea hl\l11 10 auch •
rnnttlt~cal deatt• th•t 1ho tlllvllt'l pultn ll~d llb8UIUI& on h•r ltl!M): kJilplilllltl.lllll
a.111J, u( UOUt8tt lht iklt lrt l() II C lll'tilllltt
drut~~

thwn thoM munt l\1r kltl• whit

Attention Deficit Disorder. For Wurtzel,
Ritalin becomes a gateway drua of sorts,
as s.he becomes addicted to coc;aine and
any other fonn ~r speed that i$ readily
and easil available, The question one
keeps asking while getting ~h the
book is. " So freaking what?" ThJS tan
happen when reading memoirs-partially

because, as a rtader, you have 10 step
back and remember why you'v$ chosen
to read about this person's e.-<per'ie.nce. in
the tirst place. Generally, it'$ because
you've clthor aono throuah a similar
Cl(pericnce or beca~ you cloo't know
anythlna about the alvcn topic and you
WMt some juicy, uompellil\i ~ts.
This unfortunatoly ~ ll()t happen in
Wurt?.cl's l11t~t cllOrt.
As with hc:r lirst book. she~ k.\St
within her own head tmd ~\S tt) ~~
her audience u sho spends poats conttadlcth\1 herself, tCMoniRJ arid ta.lkh\&
with harsclt' In th 1\.ltm oil\ book. 't'M

bhtme lies not In a I~ of >~~'l'iliot talent
but more u In the CQllhlnt. Missh111 ~
I• any t nl!i.lndlli'W scm~ of ~1pli!31\ln

l'or W\ltltol,

he

d\.l(s t~t l®kc ~

ht\nl~nc\1 Nlldc.r c:ll't\,

Wurttcl'v O.'t~tlem..-o Ill$ t~ ~~t~tt"'la.l
to be rlv thlll wid h\S\ahtl\ll, but lt ~

ofl' u on~)- mild~)- .1 It I t!trtalt\1)1 fll't
rlvtlhlll Ol\11\lllh IU W1ln.nt I lft\lrt than

OO.p;ac tmnli, hulmldlth lY • ~~ ll\

illlllitl\it\1, lll·ll~ ~jK\tt ~

WIIJ'tt I allottl\1 try ta klllll hatt""t,

brllht t tMmcnt In hct .tlt\1111~. 'tMt
WilY• she'tl 11\tld h r ~"'' lt~
lun..t, If onl)' ~ati$t lt'tl bt Nll •
d~l\11'·
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WEIRD JOKES AND COVER SONGS
AT THE NOBLE FOOL
By Allison Clark
Staff Writer
Chicago 's non pro fit Noble Fool Theater offers an
alternative to the usual Friday or Saturday night.
On April 27, the cabaret trio the Weird Sisters performed cover songs and original music, as well as improvised comedy. The trio includes Noble Fool Theater
Company members Amy Binns-Calvey, Brendan Kelly
and Bonnie Shadrake. Some cover songs during the set
included "Spooky," "Total Eclipse of the Heart" and
'The Boy from lpanema."
Shadrake, whose stage name is Countess Ludovica, is
the musical director and composer of the group. She
plays piano and sings during the performance, while the
other two stand and accompany her. The subject o f the
original songs, such as "Forb idden Love," "Some Like it
!lot'' and "The Blood Clot Song," are about typ ical sisterly relationships. Emotions of heartbreak, lust and the
need for a martini are integrated into the songs. The
tunes are sung in three-part harmo nies. The overt fac ial
expressions, especially Kelly's, are hilarious.
The improvised comedy between songs led to off-the-

cuff segues. The script, or lack thereof, was appropriate
for the intimate atmosphere. During the evenings fi rst
break, after an hour-long performance, the Weird Sisters
mingled with the audience.
The trio was dressed in what they called "GreekOrthodox Elvira." Kelly was in drag. All three sported
head-to-toe black lace, fur and gaudy d iamonds.
Shadrake wore a hat sprouting peacock feathers.
Gus, the emcee, welcomed visitors to the Noble Fool
Theater wearing an orange thong. Gus was o ften the butt
of the jokes, but seemed accustomed to the position. The
trio called for the bartender, Joanne, to whip up a round
of martini s during the show.
During the performance an actor from the theater's
popular show, " Flanagan's Wake," showed up. lie sung
"Old Man River" wearing a kilt and holding a can of
Guinness. After a few minutes on stage, he sat down
with the rest of the audience.
"Flanagan's Wake," a dark Iris h comedy, is performed
in The Stud io. " M irandolina," an Italian romantic comedy is performed on the Main Stage.
The Noble Fool Theate r recently move to 16 W.
Rando lph St., in the heart of Chicago's Theater District.
The new $2.6 million theater seats ISS in the Main Stage
and I 00 in the Studio. The Cabaret, where the Weird

Aplay wtt~in a play
Columbia Theatre department presents,
'Anton in Show Business'

Sisters perform, seats about 25.
The Weird Sisters is a good option on those nights when
run-ofthe-mi ll activities are not appealing. The crowd ·is older
and the atmosphere is casual. It's also a cheap stop if
Flanagan's Wake or another popular act, is already on the
evening's agenda.
The Weird Sisters perform through June I. Admission
is $5, which is waived with a ticket stub from any Loop
theater from a performance that evening. On Friday, the
trio performs three sets from 9 p.m. until midnight and a
fu ll-scale performance from 8:30 p.m . until 12:30 a.m .,
Saturday. For more info on the Weird Sisters or any
other performances at the Nobel Fool Theater visit
www.noblefool.com.

(L to R) Bonnie Shadrake,
Amy-Binns-Calvey
and
Brendan Kelly play 'The
Weird S isters' at the Noble
Fool.
photo courtesy of the Noble
Fool.com

By Laurie Salgado
Staff Writer
The Colwnbia Theater department presented "Anton in Sh.o w Business" a play
directed by Columbia faculty member
Cecilie O'Reilly. Written by Jane Martin,
the play is a satirical and whimsical comedy, that pokes fun at the state of
A~rican theater toward the end of the
' 20 century. It ran April 24 through
MayS.
The American Theater Critics
Association recognized "Anton" which
was published March 2000, as ihe best
play of 200 I. The play is the story of
three struggling actresses in a hapless
San Antonio production of Anton
Chek110v's "Three Sisters," (a play
Columbia brought to the stage in the fall
of2001).
The two-hour production of "Anton''
was played on a sm;lll black-washedfloor with walls set with a fittingly minimal scene:fu in the New Studio Theater,
72 East U St. Some of the all-female
cast tackled multiple roles, including
male characters.
This was specified in the script by
Martin and rationalized when Kate
(Sarah Weidman) said, "Eighty percent
of the roles in the American theater are
played by men ahd ninety percent of the
directors are men. The point of having a
male director played by a woman is to
redress the former and satirize the latter,"
in response to a question posed by the
play's suitably annoying, built-in critic,
Joby, (Ashourina Yacoub). Joby was
planted in the audience to interrupt the
play several times with questions and
comments, which provided a means to
emphasize the jabs at the theater culture.
Weidman played three diverse characters giving each one its own spunk. As
producer, Kate's overly dramatic inter·
pretations kept the audience laughing.
The "Three Sisters" worked well
together to perform successfully as a unit
and as individual characters. They are
Holly (Carrie Johnson), a TV actress who
geta by on her looks and is trying to attain
acting credibility by doing a Chekhov
play; Lisabette (Tauheedah Ameera), a
narve southern belle and third-grade
teacher on her first audition; and Casey

(Emily Bramwell Hunt), a cynical actress
who has not been paid for any of the 200
plays under her belt.
The trio travels from New York to
Texas to rehearse the play. During the
rehearsal stage of the production they
encounter aJ;l array of theater people
including an overly dramatic lesbian producer, a gay male costwne designer, a
heterosexual male country singer/part·
time actor, a Black Rage ensemble director, and a Polish director (Eva Boryczko).
With succinct hand gestures, body
movement and her natural dialect,
Boryczko made Wikewitch come to life
in a convincing performance that made
you forget she was acting.
O ' Reilly said it was fun to cast the play
from Columbia's diverse "cross-section
of races and ethnic groups," and from all
four levels of college. "Freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors are represented" she said
O'Reilly, ~ceived Columbia diversity
grant in 2000 to develop a new course,
Women's Theater. Therefore, an allfemale cast was of special interest to
O'Reilly. "[I was] interested in working
with them [women] as actors because
they have to use a lot of their skills to
play men and women and different kinds
of roles because they have to use different parts of their vocal range and differ·
ent body language," said O'Reilly.
Ralven Gibbs, who played both male
and female roles, gave each character
his/her own character with appropriate
facial expressions, dialect and attitude.
To utilize the talent of Columbia
actresses, O'Reilly added even more
comedy and flavor to the play with a
variety of scene change skits.
The actresses exemplified their combat
skills in a "Charlie's Angels'' spoof while
moving scenery and their tumbling and
dance skills in Rockettes, cheerleading
and workout skits.
" It being a college program we have a
lot of actresses available to do the shows
so, I wanted the people who were doing
the scene changes to have more to do, to
be used more as actors," O'Reilly said.
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FREE TICKETS 1111

Stop by the Columbia Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket
(Admit Two) to a Special Advance Showing of "The Salton Sea" at the
Pipers Alley Theatre on Tuesday, May 14.
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Bluegrass rebels
release new album

Band goes down swingin'
By Candice Zei
Staff Writer

By Rudolph Sanchez
Staff Writer
Not many bands cover ABBA and RATT o n the
same album. But if you've been mining for s uch a
combination, the new Meat Purveyors album. All
Relationships are Doomed to Fail, is where to find
it. The record has been released on Ch icago-based
Bloodshot records.
The Texas group has released their first album
since breaking up in 1999. The break followed the
release of More Songs About Buildings and
Cows. The group has not lost any o f its disregard for
conventional bluegrass on this album .
Singer Jo Walston's voice is fun , charming and
aggressive all at once. On one track she proclaims
"When I am not drinking I l am thinking about
drinking." Thi s is pretty much the vi be of the entire
album . Wals ton's vocals help a great deal when the
lyrics fall a bit sho rt .
But it becomes obvious that the Meat Purveyors
have no intention of singing about God, highways
or the Great Depression. This Aus tin gro up is all
about fu n and games. The record contains loopy.
catchy tunes like ''Thinking About Drinking" and "I
Have the Devil in Me."
Wal ston is backed by a talented group of musicians
who make the group tick. Guitarist Bill Anderson
and bass player Cherilyn DiMond are unbelievable
instrumentalists. But mandolin player and producer
Peter Stiles is the master behi nd the madness. The
o nly way anyone can enjoy this record is not to
focus on the blatant silliness. This is definitely a fun
album to listen to.
The ABBA cover, which I will admit I liked, provided an idle mo ment on a record that constantly
blazes down the highway at l 00 miles-per-hour.
The Meat Purveyors package themselves as rebels
within the bluegrass scene. Those who listen to
bluegrass on records like the 0 Brother, Where

Photo courtesy of Bloodshot Records

The Meat Purveyors: (L-R) Cherilyn DiMond (bass,
vocals), Bill Anderson (lead guitar), Jo Walston (lead
vocals) and Pete Stiles (mandolin).
Art Thou soundtrack might expect a bit more from
a group so mus ically talented. The covers o f
ABBA's "SOS." and RATT's "Round and Ro und"
are played well but are. in the end, still covers of
ABBA and RATT. The original tracks arc held
frenzy-paced
in strume ntati on.
together by
Unfortunately, everything gets lost in the wea k
lyrics.
When it comes to bluegrass there are two camps.
scholarly bluegrass and the alternative country
scene. If you really don't care about lyrical content
and all you want is some fa st fiddle, the Meat
Purveyors do a damn good job. Just as long as they
stay away from RATT covers.
Tlte Meat Purveyors play tlte Hideout, 1354 W.
Wabansia Ave., Saturday, May 25. and rite Abbey
Pub. 3420 W. Grace St., Monday, May 27.

Post your opinions on the Chronicle's
messsaqe board at
www.ColumblaChronlcle.com
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Sweep the Leg Johnny's fourt h LP Going Down Swingin' is an
emotional roller coaster of melodic sounds that progres> and change
as the songs climax and mellow out. The songs arc completely
unpredictable, but they still make musical se nse. Sweep is considered a rock 'n' roll band, but they incorporate other influences.
especially punk, to craft their unique sound.
The band has toured excessively in past years. and the new album
appears to have benefited from it. There arc two IS-minute tracks
on the CD and each song tS different fro m the next. The two guitars work well together, along with the saxophone's dramatics. The
music see ms to tell the listener a story that ;, at time> ;ad and at
other times completely pumped.
Overall. the change in musical directio n and mtensity is welcome
and demands attention. There are a few times throughout the CD
where the sound becomes scratchy and uneventful, but regardless of
how intentional it may be, tt can detract from the album's wild
moodiness. Also. the vocali st and alto sax player. Steven S tosak
seems somewhat insecure with his voice. It is difficult at times to
hear him thro ugh the music .
Considering all the sounds incorporated. Stosak's sax really seems
to pull everything tightly together. The drums sound incredible. and
the guitars work together as a crazy, but outstanding team .
Sweep the Leg Johnny features Scott Anna on drums, John Brady
o n bass, Chris Daly on guitar, S teve Stosak on alto sax and voca1s
and new member Mitch Cheney (ex-Rumah Sakit) on guitar and
vocals. The new album is expected June 24.
To find out more information, check out
www.sourhem.com/southem/band/SWEEP/.
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Congress Hotel holds
'Superstar' auditions

Black Rebel Motorcycle
Club explains what
happened to rock 'n' roll

By Bridget O'Shea
Staff Writer
At any given time there are thousands of
young people in America who insist they
have what it takes to be a superstar.
Recently. many of these hopeful performers got a shot at stardom when Fox
Televisio n launched the most extensive talent search in the nation's history.
"American Ido l: The Search for a
Superstar:· set to premiere in June. is a
reality-TV show that features contestants
who want to be pop stars. They will be
judged by critics and home viewers until
the search is eventually narrowed down to
just one performer.
The Chicago auditions began Friday,
April 26. when the Congress Plaza Hotel
was crowded with 16- to 24-year-olds. all
tryi ng out for their chance to be the next
big name in pop music. The hallway next
to the Harrison Street entrance was lined
with audition rooms where the hopeful performers were getting a shot at stardom.
''I'm nervo us but exctted. I can't wait.''
said Jenny Golas. 19. who was waiting to
audition. "I feel like I have it in me. I love
to entenain." Golas explained that she had
been doing this for years and has danced
with different groups in Chicago.
The holding room. a large room between
audition rooms. held clusters of young people who sat and talked excitedl y about their
upcoming auditions. Some hummed . practicing their notes and perfecting thetr
pitches while others worked on their dance
moves.
In the corner of the holding room. a group
of four boys harmonized over the constant
buzz o f the excited crowd. Full Effect, a
band from Chicago who perform pop.
R&B and hip-hop. were at the event in
search of a fifth band member.
"We' re looking for someone with mostly
hean. someone who can be dedicated ."
said band member Dan Orosco. Orosco.
19. said he tho ught there was a lot of ta lent
at the event. "Havtng the hean to come
here is talent eno ugh .'' he said
During the audttions. the contestants go
before a panel o f judges who evaluates
them on their look and performance. The
j udges then narrow 11 do wn to a shon list of
singers and dancers who wtll perform on
the show weekly.
Those who do perform on the TV program will be j udged by even to ugher crittcs
and home viewers who will vote via tele-

By Katherine Raz
Contributing Writer

Photo by Jamie McNee/Chronicle

Could this be the next o-Town? A group of
hopeful participants at the "Superstar"
auditions, held April 26 at the Congress
Plaza Hotel.

pho ne for their choice for the next pop
superstar. The performer who is ultimately
voted the next superstar will win a major
record deal.
" A good friend of mine inststs I'm the
missing Backstreet Boy. so I thought I'd
come and try it o ut." said John Tabts, 24.
who performs R&B mustc. He said the
judges gave him about 15 to 20 seconds to
audition.
In the lobby outside the audition rooms.
young peo ple headed out wtth their audition
numbers taped to their shtrts. Alicia
Huleisy. 16. who was leaving the hotel with
her mother. was so happy she had tears in
her eyes. Her audition went well enough the
judges asked her to come back next
Monday.
" I was really excited ." she sa td . " Honestly.
1t's something that I' ve always done."
The show, which is a U.S. versio n o f the
enormo usly popular UK series "Pop Idol,"
has spawned a search that wil l ultimately
hit SIX Ctlles-New York . Chicago. Atlanta.
Dallas. Los Angeles and Seattle.
The talent search for "American Idol: The
Search For A Superstar" is expected to
draw more than 10.000 performers who are
eager to go straight to the top. The show
will last thro ugh September. The season
fin ale will reveal the winner of the search
fo r America's new pop star.
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Is it just me or is radio music becoming
frighteningly tolerable lately? My internal yammerings on the sad state of rock
led me to turn on the radio just for the
sake of experiment. And where I thought
I would find myself lost in the intolerable
landscape of Blinkubus, System of the
Korn. and FenxPX, I was pleasantly surprised that one out of every fo ur or five
songs played on my randomly selected
frequency (you know, that "new alternative" station) was not only palatable, but
actually created a desire for repeated listening.
Po p is becoming more and more selfaware and self-deprecating and real rock
'n' roll is o ut~hining the current crop of
seasick. overproduced drec k drifting aimlessly between radio frequenc ies 94 and
102. Not that they would be my first
choices to front this revolution. but the
Strokes and the White Stripes are the
elected leaders in the pale-shaggy-rocker
reclamation o f the airwaves. Was there a
bi ll passed ? An affirmati ve action of
sorts for the disgruntled garage rockers
who wanted to be poster children on
QIOl billboards? Did the FCC suddenly
draft a clause in their regulations that
requires any musician getting airplay to
pay homage to the Velvet Underground?
Can I trust my own ears or is this stuff
actually on the radio?
Yo u' ve got this Andrew W.K. character.
who totally rocks without wearing face
patnt or dreadlocks. You 've got Clinic
and the Hives. Even the new Kill Hannah
single ain 't half bad (gotta love Matt
Devine. that wannabe Marc Botan, for
trying to revive glam rock, 30 years
later). Are the kids wising up? Is this the
future of rock?
And if the answer is yes, then why is it
that the band that clearly should be on the
forefront of this musical revolutio n is
being shoved to the back of the radio frequency spectrum? Maybe the kids aren't
that sman after all. because Black Rebel
Motorcycle Club, clearly the most talented triad of musicians to breeze by the airwaves in years. just opened for spacerock dinosaurs Spiritualized at the Vic
Theatre last Monday- and it's a damn
shame 1f you missed the show. You could
have learned something: Namely. that
three musicians (using no over-produced
stud1o schlock) sull have the capability to
pack a wall·of-sound punch that's My
Bloody Valent ine strong.
That brother and sister team the White
Stripes say it best in that little garage-pop
doozy " Fell in Love with a Girl" when
the singer whines something like, " I said
11 once before but it bears repeating
now." Therein lies the philosophy behind
the current state of rock. Chec k o ut any
rcv1ew lately and you' ll get it: Strokes?
Kmk ~ . White Stnpes'! MC'5. Andrew
W.K .'! Tw1stcd Sister. II ":1: nitic'
adore 11, it's because it remmds them of
w mcth1ng already tn their record collect l Ull.

I ltke Ul;1ck Rebel Motorcych: Club
heca u'c I ltkcd the curly Verve albums
and
and Mary C'hain. Uut there's
Mltnctlung edgier and harder about this

Jc'"'

with Metra's
$5 Weekend Pass
TURNAFUN WEEKEND
Into llreat savlniiS
with a FREE INcardl

Metra's
$5 Weekend Pass
UNLIMITED RIDES
all weekend lomz!

Turn Your used Weekend Pau In lor a FRff INcard that'll uve
money at reatauranta. theatera. retailers. attractions and clubs
throulhoot Chlcuoland. Mall Your Weekend Pall to INcard. P.O. BoK
211. Glenwe. It 60022.
For Metra schedule and fare Information call 836·7000. citY or
aullurlls. or vial! metrarall.com.

YOU

(1l'card.com/metra
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The Black Rebel Motorcycle Club.
band. I'm not sure if it's just because they
wear straight leather jackets or because
their hair is tousled in that MC5-style
white afro. It's so rock ' n' roll. These
guys look like they walked out of
Tuman's Alcohol Abuse Center and o nto
the College Top 20.
Their c urrent hit, " Whatever Happened
to My Rock and Roll" (which is clarified
o n the album as its " punk song"-probably because these guys are o n Virgin
Records, the label that broke the Sex
Pistols). is a furious rock floozy, wherein
one of the two lead singers screams, "I
gave my hean to a simple chord I whatever happened to you, my love?" Then all
of us who are sitti ng aro und waiting for
''The Next Nirvana," get up and shout,'
" Hell yeah. whatever DID happen to rock
'n' roll?" Well, here's your answer, guys:
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club.
Right now, this band is the closest thing
we have. Their perforrnance at the Vic
last week sealed the deal It had all the
jaded hipsters in the crowd there to see
Spiritualized pumping their fists and asking, "Who IS this?" And this is because
BRMC picks up where shoegazers leave
off: adds a little of that ever-so-popular
garage-rock power; holds back a little;
throws in a few hot summer nights with
that eerie street-player trumpet in the
background; peppers it with a Dandy
Warhols/Brian Jo nestown Massacreesque jangle and treats us to both an 11track album and a smash-up live performance that leaves me wondering why
Spi11 sti ll has Nelly Furtado and her ilk on
the cover.
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club is talented because. unlike the White Strokes. the
band doesn't rely o n gimmicks like relying on the fact that if they don't produce
music that sounds like it came out of the
'60s and '70s. the real critics won't like
them. They have o bvious roots, but their
stage show makes it qu ite obvious that
these guys plan to take rock to a new
levcl- u level where a couple Gibsons. n
linle distortion and ambiguous lyrics tnke
us nil to u place we remember from days
past- and leuve us screum ing for mo re.

Do you have what It takes to be the
Chl'onlcle's new Assistant Al'ts and
Entel'tainment Editol'l
If you like to wl'lte,

come up with stol'y Ideas
and deslqn paqes, come Rll out an
application In
Suite 205 at 621 S. Wabash Ave.
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Documentory coptures veteron's return to Normondy
By Angela Caputo
Staff Writer
Cyri1 Grandsard of
Lombard, Ill. rev isits a Europe he left after serving as an
Army engineer in World War II, in the film "Cyril 's Trip
Back."
To an aging generation of World War II veterans like
Grandsard, revisiting war-time experiences is an oppon unity to commemorate lost comrades, heal emotional
W<'unds and lay to rest the anxieties soldiers carry
throughout their li ves.
"l wouldn' t take $1 million for what I did. I wouldn 't
take $1 million to do it again," said Grandsard.
The documentary focuses on Grandsard 's journey along
the route he last undenook as a 21-year-old sold ier
through France, Holland and Belgium. Grandsard revisited the battlefie lds and countryside he swept through on
marching orders from Uncle Sam.
" It (Europe] was in my mind as black and white. I' m
stunned by the color," Grandsard said.
At Omaha Beach, Grandsard recalled his panicipation
APNVorld Wide Photos
in the D-Day battl e. "It was a long time ago," he said.
Grandsard seemed to find so lace in finding the battle- U.S. infantrymen wade from their landing craft toward
Omaha
Beach.
ground had returned to "just a beach."
George Pkomey, 26, a member of the screening audience, was especially moved by Cyri l's ret urn to
Normandy.

"Now it's just a beach compared to what it was-bodies stacked 10- feet-high. That was so moving. It puts war
into perspective," Pkomey said.
Finding family roots was also an imponant pan of
Grandsard's trip. On hi s cross ing, Grandsard sought to
track down d istant relatives. His quest "brought his roots
back, but he never found his fam ily," sa id Marc
Grandsard, the fi lm's producer and director.
Marc and Cyril Grandsard had never met before filming. They only discovered one another's existence in
Grandsard's senior years.
"Cyril found me in a New York phone book a couple of
years ago. It took years to get together. When we first met,
I staned filming," said Marc, who is a distant cous in to
Grandsard.
"The film was made on a very small budget."
"We used a digital camera appropriate for an int imate
style of filmmaking," Marc sa id.
The footage was a combination of impromptu discussions, sightseeing reactions and black and wh ite archi val
reels of war time film recordings.
The showing of "Cyril 's Trip Back" was pan of the •
Sil ver Images film festival, which is presented by Terra
Nova Films. The festival aims to break ste reotypes on
aging, emphasize the adventure of life experience and
bring positive images of o lder people to li fe through film,
said Sheila Mal kind, director of the festival.
Silver Images has been running for nine years. The 2002
screen ings are schedu led at nearly a dozen venues and
take place between Apri l 25 and May l2.

Begins May 1st

ZC TV is currently
seeking PT-Freelance
DV di rectors/editors
for a series of
nationally syndicated
shows.
Applicants MUST own
or have access to
camera and editing.
Pay is $250 per min utes broug ht content.
For more inform atio n,
send resume to :
Ksch m itt@zc.tv o r
send reel/resu m e to:
P.O. Box 408 665
Chicag o 60640

Visit our website :
www. zc.tv
Collegestudentwork.com/chi

$14.00 base-appt.

National company
has local PT/FT
summer openings to
fill ASAP! No telemarketing. Scholarship
opportunities.
Conditions exist.
Must be 18.
Customer
service/sales. We
train. Apply now start
before/after finals.

Call M-F (773)
866-1608

Chrysler PT Cruiser

CHRYSLER
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----®~~

JeeR
THERE'S ONLY ONE

For a limited time, new
college graduates
can get a

- .-a
- ...-===._.....

-4. CJ

Chrysler Sebring Coupe

Chrysler Sebring Sedan

$1,000

cash allowance*

Jeepe Wrangler

on select Clpysler
and Jeep. vehicles.
Plus get other generous cash allowances.

Jeepe Liberty

See Your Local Chrysler-Jeep®Dealer Today.
'This program provides a $600 bonus cash allowance in addition to the $400 national college graduate cash allowance for a total $1,000 cash allowance for recent colic c
graduates, select college. semo~. and masters and doctoral program enrollees on the purchase or lease of eligible 2002 Chl'}~ler orJeep vehicles. Eligible veh icles are. Chl'}~~r
Sebnn~ Coupe, Converuble, Sedan, PT CrUiser, Jeep Liberty, and Jeep Wrangler. Must take retail dehvery by 711/02. Residency restrictions apply. Please see your dealer for
ehg1b11ity requ1rements and program details.Jeep IS a registered trademark or DaimlerChrysler.
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Central Camera Co.
~

COLLEGE

CHICAGO

Photographic Headquarters
Since 1899 - Our 1 03rd Year
We Offer

LOW

PRICES

EVERYDAY

VISION
To Become the Best
Student-Centered
Visual, Performing and
Media Arts College

in the World

FREE SHIPPING
FOR ORDERS OVER 'SO.OO &
UNDER 10 LBS.IH TltE
CfiCAGOLAND AREA wmt US£
OF VISA. WC. OR DtSCOVEH

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA.
There is a non-steriod drug being studied
in asthma right now.
You may be eligible to take part in this research study if you·
./Are 18-70 years old

The entire Columbia
community-students, faculty,
and staff-is invited to share
their views at the

VISION 2010

./Are a non-smoker
./Have had asthma for at least 6 months
./Have chronic asthma requiring inhaled steriods
RECEIVE AT NO COST:
STUDY DRUG OFFICE VISITS LAB TESTS ASTHMA MONrTORSUP
TO $1680.00 COMPENSATION

~

108-366-9300

Edward E. Lisberg. MD

River Forest, Illinois

all-College
Forum:
Thursday, May 16
3-5 pm
Hokin Auditorium
What does student-centered mean at
Columbia College Chicago?
How will the student-centered vision
enhance the mission?
Your input is crucial! Please join us and
ask your questions, give us feedback. We
can't do this without YOU .
More opportunities to participato in this d1scussion oro
coming soon
for more tnformatum ple~Jse call x 7768 or visit
colum erlulvlc;lon20 10

WNW

Coll99e Forum Cl)-''ponsored by
The Strategic Pl<lnntng Gomrnittee
The VI'410n 2010 Comm11tee

A young mJrketing Mdnagement Team is currently
socking dotcrminod, self-starters who ure looking
for Caro r Advanc mont Opportuniti s. If your
mc1jor is businoss or mark ting, pl
rocruitors: Cheryl (312) 925-4591 ; J

s c U

n (773)
771 -2993; L sli (773) 489-4647; or V n
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Right Thumb

Right Index

Right Middle

Right Ring

Right Little

THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE IS LOOKING TO HIRE
Campus News Editors Commentary Editors
Arts & Entertainment Editors
Sports Editors
Copy Chief
Copy Editors
Assistant Editors
Webmaster
Assistant Webmaster
Photo Editors
Photo staff
Web Video Editor
Advertising Representatives

for the fall & spring semesters.
Interested? Pick up an application at 623 S. Wabash, Rm. 205
If you have any questions, please call Chris Richert at (312) 344-7432.
Students must be in good academic standing and enrolled in the fall semester. For newspaper editor positions, you should
be taking and/or have taken the core courses in Journalism or Photography. Knowledge of word processing and QuarkXpress is
recommended, but not required. All editors must be available on Tuesday for the College Newspaper Workshop class and
our staff meeting as well as every Friday for production of the paper.
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()lassifieds
Interested in Entrepreneurial business
opportunity that y ou can build while
y ou are going to school and fund your
future. Call Toll Free 1-888-450-2842

ACROSS
1 F tshhook feature
5 & others

AIRTECH Mexico, Carribean $250
Round Trip & Tax Other Worldwide
destinations cheap. Book Tickets
online! www.airtech.com or
call 212-219-7000

9 B1blicalland
14 Cookie choice
t 5 Colorado
tributary
16 Consume with

rehsh

t 7 Ch1lean cash
18 W1ldebeests
t 9 Rib-eye

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, Student
Groups Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 with the
easy Campusfundraiser three hour
fundraisi ng event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

alternative

20
22
23
24
26

29
30
31
34
36
38
39

"Nova" network
• P1nafore"
Kitchen fixtures
A couple
Superlatively
spunous
V1ctory
Spookiest
Fool
Like a gasp
Name on cakes
Move deceptively
Marcus or
Woody

Gershwins

55
57
58
60
63
64
65

Seasoned sailor
Muse of poetry
Lairs
Shoot wide
Moses' brother
Actor Estrada
Scandinavian
capital
66 Carpentry tool
67 Optimistic
68 Charon's river
DOWN
1 Jazz style
2 _ we there yet?
3 One who
answers
4 Ninnyhammer

Earn big bucks, build your resume, promoting a website that benefits students.
Unprecedented revenue sharing internship for fall. Email y our summer contact info to
mitch@mail.campusuniverse.com

05108/02

40 Fire starters
43 German rulers.

once
45 Nevertheless
46 Squealing
48 Make a right'
49 Pullulation
50 Bizarre
5 1 Bus-driver
Kramden
54 One of the

www.elijahmuhammadbooks.com FREE
CATALOG! The source of Malcolm X ,
Farrakhan, and Muhammad Ali. FREE
Message To The Blackman Quarterly
Magazine with request. (770) 907-2212

5 Omelet ingredient
6 Pretent1ous
person
7 Graduates
8 Highland girls
9 Rectifies
10 Established
custom
11 School collar
12 Sailor's bed
13 Simians
21 Hands-free
communicator
24 Full ot turns
25 _ the Pooh
27 Do ax work
28 NASA's ISS
partner
31 Yarn-spinner
32 Lose one's cool
33 Felt
35 Cooll
37 Cappand
Capone
41 Tanered cloth
42 "The Lord ot the
Rings" character
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53 Zhivago 's love
56 Book before
Obadiah
59 Wild blue yonder
61 Shifty
62 Red or White
team

Egg Donors
Needed
• Give the gift of life to an
infertile couple ...
• Our program is completely anonymous
• 24 hour I 7 Day Support

$5,000 Compensation
For information call...

847/656-8733
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College is fun.

Paying for it is not.

need o plan in ocder to groduote on time with the degree you wont. UPS con be a

big help. With the Earn & learn Program, I con concentrate on dosses instead of ~nonces!

(I)

PACKAGE HANDLERS
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Steady, Port-Time Jobs • $8.50.$9 .50/hour
Weekends & Holidays OH • Paid Vocations
Consistent Work Schedule • Great Benefits
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DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
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~m&
Learn

0

A DDISON

I
I
I

{Army Trail & lambord Rds.)
Ph: 630·628·3737

I

(1.400 S. Jefferron $1. • loop}

Ph: 3 12 ·997· 3749

HODGKINS
(1-55 & 1-294 • South Suburbs)
Ph: 1· 888·4 UPS·JOB
Accen Code: 4417

()

0

NORTHBROOK

::s

{H;cks & Rand Rds.)
Ph: 8 47-705 ·6025

(Shermer & W;llaw Rds.)
Ph: 847·480·6788

I

PALATINE
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11

Please coli our facilities direct, or coli our 24-hour job line ol:

.

~

•

1-888-4UPS-JOB ·

Access Code: 4417

lla troducci6n en eJpoiiol ohofo e1 di$ponible)

• Program gutdelines apply.
Public bus tJonsponotion f1 ova•loble .
Equal Opportunity Employer

spec\al~ At The

ut~der rout~d q~

Cafe

#' -TOMito Stul'fld Tutll Sllld (Sen~ed witb a cup of Soupl $4.00

#2 - lreadecllrtaSt of Cbicktt~ 5atlclwicb (toMato, roMai~, avocado with
potato chipS) $4.00
# 3 - ctickltl wrap (Cbicketa breaSt, liMe, cilatatro, rice, black bea.aS,

tOMatoeS, gree.a otaiotaS, cbeddar cbeeSe, filed greetaSl $3.75
Soup~ - Motldly-Ci't~MoFkticbakt
Tuesdly- ~ ~

~I!Sdly~oF~

1WSdly- Ytgetaiatl Yegetable

Basement of the Main Building
Open: Monday - Thursday 8:00AM - 6:30 PM
Friday 8:00AM - 3:00 PM

Boardin' with Bill

Art exhibit brings history of skateboard
culture to Midwest
0

"<-\'

Jakprints and 1300 come together to present 'Scribble and Destroy' exhibit

!
''•~

Photo courtesy of Chris Anderson

(Left) Ethan Fowler sparks his creativity muse and gaps the pyramid to
back lip. (Above) Patrick Melcher melon grabs like no other.

By William Gorski
COntnbutmg Wnter
A progressive art gallery, Cleveland,
Ohio's 1300, is dedicated to featuring
works by emerging and established
art ists both locall y and nationally.
"Scribble and Destroy" runs through
May 16, 2002. The opening reception
and proved to be a huge success.
Artists and skaters showed up in large
numbers. "Scribbles and Destroy"
intends to expose the independent
energy and talent of artists that have
contributed thei r works to the skateboard industry, thus molding the visual
history of skateboarding. The event

includes a full gallery of skateboardrelated art from nationally recognized
artists from all over the country and a
time! ine of skateboards and skateboard
graphics history
Artists featured at the 1300 exhibit
include John Lucero (B lack Label
Skateboard s),
Lindsey
Kuhn
(Conspiracy Skateboards),
Brian
Brenner (RockenRol Skateboards) and
Jay
Croft
(Element/ Avant
Skateboards).
Additional artwork by some of yesterday and today 's top skateboard
art ists include work by Jim Phillips, Ed
Temp leton, Mark Gonza les, Dune
(Stereo, World Industries), Bob K.
(Girl Skateboards) and Pushead.

There are also works by independent
artists
Brett
Borovic,
Brian
Burkholder, Matt Geill, Jamie
Kennedy, Joe Kimball, Joe Lang, Ryan
Rowlett, Steve Stibora, Kelly Urquhart
and Eric Vaughn.
Additionally, "Scribble and Destroy"
includes videos, a skateboard history
exhibit and description of skateboards,
and skateboard graphics by Skatopia 's
Brewce Martin. More than I 25 different skateboards are on display.
'·Scribble and Destroy" was the
ga llery pre-show to "Scribbles by
Skaters," which was held the following
day, April 28, at Chenga Skatepark
near Cleveland. The two events com-

bined to allow viewers a complete
understanding of the subculture that is
skateboarding.
"Scribbles by Skaters" was hosted by
skate pros Patrick Melcher, Kristian
Svitak, Matt Hensley, Wrex Cook and
many other sponsored skaters. The
event allowed spectators to skate and
meet with these industry professionals
and offered skate videos, open skate
sess ions and exhibits by interdependent skateboard companies.
An after-party with live music from
Flogging Molly was held after
"Scribb les by Skaters" at the
Cleveland Agora to celebrate the entire
event's success.

Commentary

City taxpayers pick up the tab on Soldier Field
0

McCaskey, Bears win court battle over costly renovations

By Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor
The McCaskey family and other
owners of the Chicago Bears got a lit·
tie richer last week, so to speak. The
Cook County Circuit Court ruled in
favor of the Bears in a heated court
battle over the rebuilding of Soldier
Field.
The $632 mi ll ion project is opposed
by numerous groups who claim that the
rebui ldi ng of Soldier Field benefits the
team at the expense of the public.
Circuit Court Judge John K. Madden
noted that the Bears' benefits would be
"substantial," but that footing the bill is

in the public interest.
What is so outrageous about the
entire debacle is exactly how much the
Bears stand to gain from the project.
In 1999, the Bears took revenues of
$33 million from the stadium and they
project $78 million in reven ues from
the stadium in 2003. The Bears'
expenses will, however, increase from
$ 14 million to $2 1 million for the new
stadium.
It is quite obvious to even those on
the lowest math level that the Bears
stand to gain far more from the stadi·
um deal that they stand to lose.
What is even more shocking is the
enormous amount that will be footed
by the taxpayers-a whopping $432

million. Apparently Mayor Richard M.
Daley and the state legislatures feel
that paying the McCaskey family and
the various other owners, which is in
essence what is going on in this deal, is
worthy of the public's interest.
But this is not the only problem with
this deal, which now seems to be a
sure thing. The other problem is the
additional costs the public will have to
bear in this ordeal. Thanks to Daley,
the Bears will pay lower rent to the
city (which is not a benefit for
Chicagoans).
The public burden will also include
higher costs to maintain the new stadium, y ield to future proposals and give
up advertising profits too. Can anyone

feel the hole being burned in their
pockets? .
Neither the city nor the legislature
used their heads when approv ing and
pushing for this deal. Instead they
bowed to the high rollers who look to
enrich themselves at every tum.
Legally, Judge Madden had no alternative other than to rule in favor of the
Bears because of the city and state's
power and irresponsible acts.
There should be a public outcry over
the rebuilding of Soldier Field and
demand that Daley and those down·
state think twice before they decide
how to spend our tax money.
After all, they are not the ones carrying the burden. We are.
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Baseball's death sentence spawns life
0

Twins, Expos make impressive starts this season, but still on Selig's contraction agenda

By Dale Hohnann
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Cont raction, a term mostly associated with labor pains, is getting to be a
sore subject for baseball as wel l.
It may not ruin the commissioner's
day when Sports Illustrated runs a
headline scream ing " Hey, Bud Seli g,
how about those Twins?" b-ut it's not
something he hears a Jot from the
crowd at Gilles either.
Selig says the success of the two
teams he tried nuke last winter adds
to the excitement of the season, and
in a Freddy Krueger kind of way, he
might have a point. Still, some folks
believe that if contraction is necessary, it should start at the commissioner's office-and maybe end there
too.
Like telemarketers and tax assessors, Selig can't expect to be popular
in his job at a time like this. But
there's still a chance that history will
vindicate him. In the meantime, his
policies produce certain unintentional
consequences.
The Minnesota Twins and Montreal
Expos, for instance, are up to their
turtlenecks in new best friends.
They've become the spaniel dragged
from the bottom of the well, the 18th·
century mansion spared from the
wrecking ball. And they have Selig to
thank for it.
Fans with a grudge make their point
by rooting for strangers, and that's
helped the Twins draw more customers than they have at any time
since they were World Series contenders. It's true the Expos couldn 't

attract a lawyer to a I 0car collision, but what
can you expect from an
organization run by its
executioners?
Only baseball could
turn a Canadian fran·
chise into America's
team and lose a pile of
money in the process.
Now we learn that the
Expos' Toronto compatriots are in bad shape too.
Victims of the
exchange rate, the Blue
Jays are taking in
Canadian doll ars and
paying out in American,
a pattern they claim cost
them $43 million last
year. They want a currency equalization plan
Iike the ones that operate
in the National Basketball Association
and the National Hockey League, and
they say they'll consider other alter·
natives if they don't get it.
You don't have to be Alan
Greenspan to translate "other alternatives" into a six-syllable threat for
relocat ion or, you guessed it, contraction.
Washington, D.C., is the only likely
destination for a transplanted team,
and it doesn't have room for two. In
fact, the city never had much luck
with one.
Baseball seems to think a majorleague franch ise will quiet congressmen hell bent on torching its antitrust
exemption, as if politicians could be
quieted or the sport could be a force
fo r peace.

Photo Illustration by Ryan Saunde"

But the prospect of two Canadian
teams loading up their sleds and racing to our federal capital would be
comical even for baseball. This is,
after all, the national pastime, not the
Iditarod.
The Blue Jays' owners say they're
not interested in contraction, and we
should just take them at the ir word.
After all, when has baseball ever lied
to us? Nevertheless, the teensy, outside chance that that's what Toronto
has in mind is intrigu ing.
Conceived as a death sentence, the
threat of contraction may be evolving
into a refuge for wayward fra nchises.
It's added extravagantly to the popu·
larity of the Twins and Expos, revived
Minnesota's campaign for a new sta·
dium and raised the expectations of

Did you watch the Discovery
Channel's "Blue Planet" last night? I
did! If there's anything I enjoy more
than writing this sports column, it's
watching quality documentaries on the
Discovery Channel, espec ially those
about our water-breathing friends. Do
you like fish? I do! In fact, I would
like to dedicate this week's column in
loving memory of Pr ozac, one of my
fishies who sadly passed away last
week. You will be missed by all, and
this SLA PSHOTS! is for you. Rest in
peace, little fish buddy.
I'm not the only the person who lost
something dear to him last week. ExBear and newly signed 49er To ny
Parrish is missing the start of minicamp after having one of his testicles
removed. Parrish was lucky enough to
sustain a groin injury last season,
which prompted Niners officials to ask
Photo lllustraUon by Ryan Saunde"
him to undergo examinations to his
groin area, where the benign tumor was Saunders learns the hard way that the Yankees don't suck at Safeco Field.
detected. Parrish will return to miniThough Nike has not
camp in two weeks. To keep both of expand their supply of " Yankees Adidas.
your boys on the payroll, learn how to Suck!" emblazoned merchandise to revealed the amount it is spending on
perform monthly self-exams at the encompass more than just the Boston their promotions, Adidas has reportedTesticular Cancer Reso urce Center, area: stay out of Seattle. Safeco Field ly budgeted $88 million for the tournabanned such T-shirts and banners dur- ment
with
s uperstar sponsors
located at www.acor.org/diseasesffC/.
In other medical news, June I is ing the Mariners, Yankees series last Z ined inde Zida ne, Raul and David
week.
Fans
who
entered
the
stadium
Though
Beckham will not
Beckham.
Project ALS. Day. Celebrities will be
reading Lou Gehrig's historic 1939 wearing shirts were asked to take them be playing in the World Cup due to a
broken foot, it is rumored he might be
farewell speech in 15 ballparks around off, turn them inside-out or leave.
According to Mariners officials, the caught wearing an Adidas-sponsored
the nation . Project A.L.S. and majorleague baseball created the event to shirts violate their " longstanding po licy plaster cast.
And now a SLAPSHOTS! run-down
raise money to cure amyotroph ic later· of providing a family atmosphere at all
al sclerosis, a.k.a. " Lou Gehrig's times." Anti· Yankees fans interested in on last week's court proceedings:
Disease." The New York Post reports purchasing "Yankees Suck!" apparel, Darryl Strawberry was sentenced to
that Jam es Gandolfini, Julianna go to www.yanks-suck.com/. The s ite 18 months in prison for violating his
Margulies, Luke Perry, Billy also features Yankees jokes and a probation stemming from his 1999
Baldwin, Matthew Broderick, Helen "Reasons to hate the Yankees" section. drug possession and solicitation of a
Although the 2002 World Cup does- prostitute conviction.
Hunt, Carson Da ly, Don C headle and
Jayson Willia ms was indicted on
David Spade are among those who n't officially start until May 31, competition is already fierce . And none is manslaughter, reckless manslaughter,
will be reading.
.
Attention vendors who w1sh to fiercer than that between Nike and aggravated assault, and witness and

L-----=-

baseball fans in Wash ington. Now it
could have a beneficia l impact on the
game's international monetary policy.
Who would have thought such a
seem ingly malevolent notion could
have so positive an impact on the
sport? It might even provide some
answers for the Milwaukee Brewers'
scuffling offense.
How about a llowing them to con·
tract their batting order? Let Jeffrey
Hammonds hit th ree times an inning,
for example, and then skip right to
Jose Hernandez unti l those two cool
down and Richie Sexson fin ds his
stroke?
Don' t rule anything out. Even as it
seeks to close franchises, baseball
needs to keep its mind open.

evidence tampering after the Feb. 14
shooting of his limo driver. If convicted of manslaughter, Williams could
face up to 30 years in prison.
Ex-Cowboys lineman Nate Newton
pleaded guilty to drug trafficking after
his December 12 arrest for having 175
pounds of marijuana and $10,000 cash
in his car. Newton now faces 30
months in prison, 210 less than he
would have if found guilty by a jury.
Th urgood "T.C." Cosby and
Robert "R.J." Luke, Penn State foot·
ball players were acquitted of a ll
charges in an assault trial last week.
A deadlocked jury was unable to
determine if the two had thrown Jude
Sandt through a frat house window
last summer.
The four Un iversity of Colorado
foot ball player s who surrendered to
authorities last week, will not be
charged with rape due to problems
with acquaintance-rape cases, according to a Boulder County District
Attorney. The four sti ll face charges
of contributing to the delinquency of
a minor after getting hi gh sc hool
recruits stoned and drunk. If found
guilty, they face poss ible two-to-sixyear prison se ntences.
"The fact of the matter that they're
winning on the field doesn't solve their
problems." That's major-league baseball Commissioner Bud Selig on the
Minnesota 1\vins' thus far successful
2002 season. Selig adds that the omi·
nous threat of contract ion for two
teams next season makes for a "very
exciting dimension" for baseball. Visit
www. pet i tiononl ine .com / m Ib/ peti·
tion.html right now to sign a petition to
remove
this
man
as
MLB
Commissioner.

GMs to managers: Win or else .••
0

Coaches in NFL and MLB have less job security than ever before

Commentary

Love of sports
becoming
more costly
By Melissa DICiannl
Staff Writer
Sponing c\·cnts arc an c~pcricnce
that casual watchers and a\·id fans
of the g:uncs can enjoy to):ethcr.
Just going to the parks is an c~pcri
eocc because each pari: has its own
en,ironment. The ~me II of hoi dogs
and oniom cooking mi~cd ,,.;th 1-oc-cr
nukes al ~t an\· ran ·~ mouth
water. To fully respect and un<ler$1and the playcn and the game. one
must 1:-.c thcrc wrth them. chccnng
them on and heckling the other
team for therr mr<hap< and <hortcommg<.
t:nfortunatd~ f<lf fan<. n<mg p;~rl:
pnc~ o ften -tccr them , ,. • Y from
fOIOj! tO the game< Jt I< 110( JU<t
the ud.~ pnce<. erther. l:'C••u«
from p.ukmg 10 concc<<Jt'n< In ud.cu. bemg ~ ~ ron· f•n c.-.n gee prcu~
cxrcmJ\c. \\-rth hrgh pnc~ and
nuny pmc< that do nne ..,11 out. "
1.\ ~"onder "'hY 1:-.cmg • •port• f.m
~~ 001 hccomc 'Omcthmg only the
ehte can pattKrp.-.tc m.
It can be e<pccl.llly tr) mg on •
college ~udcn t" • l>udgct. l'rlf cumpic. gomg to J ~<e h.lll game CJn
cO\I • mmrmum of S!S once yo<r
Jdd m food •nd dnnb to the trd:el
priCe. A hoc dog a n cO\l you up to
~ - Jdd thc beer for S.S. or • <-Od.l
fot SJ .tnd you · ~c <pent your
monc)' The chc:lpc-<t trek~ • m l><olh
nf O unKn'• h.lllp.ub r;anr:c h om
S6 Co SJ 2 Then rf ) 00 chon«: to
dnvc r;othcr th.ln l.lke puhhc tr;"~n• ·
f"KUUIOO. ch.tl n Jfi(Jihcf S 13 to S2.S
wmc• co C0/(1)' the game
from the che.tpc-<1 \C;'Ih m the
!wJUo.c? flcml! elmer en the ;,cc ~n~~ "
·wh.Jirhe f.tn Clpcn coce " ~11 ~h<>1rt
hn' c hcrng • bn 'K.Jtc hmg the l"Ynf
• b.t•kclttall pl.tycr ·, fxe when he
rn•kc• • n .....'""'""' rl•y~ ~byt.c
rt"• •..-.m hmg • h<~ekey playcn fJCc
llcmg •m>•hed '"'" the
~'"'
the rn.>rh rhioc •rc Ide llchmd """f.
n4fkmcnc ;md lrvci HIC" 111 the
i(lftnc Mayllc ,,·, cvrn Jlllllprllf.
<tvct r•r.v• of <c~h 111 " 'ld1 ~ f<~trl
1-rall .tr • 1-r;,o.ch•ll g:omc
·rrulhfully. h<,... rw.ny "' u• l ~~~
<hell '-'Ill foc t Ath IICHot~ ry Ill \II lll'
"?!.lllltllhc gl;o.. (<If even lr;,lfw ~y
de( ctrl <(:Ah tl\11 r•f rhc r~ "4'l•lrr•l
V 4 11l oft ( 1 'i-lfiW: J'Aik< hHVC l l•ffl('
fiJI Wrlft J"" fll#! It• OCII> liN' RVfi Rj!C
J>f:r'-'"' h11vc ~ ~~ c nj"y ~hlc llffN' IItk e
rtor. Wlurc ~" ,ffcr hHif I" it r
11nd 'ftH:« I"Y'' 'Ill('
lll~t~. kh;owk • rrlfct ~ <lmknl tlrt
ll ~Jfll Ill ~ll'f!rriC lfrHl Jr ~o R Vil fifJ
u •l k ~c II I, l~rr 1111'<.4! <cHI• lite in
rl~ r;r~t,Jud <(:~ '''"' ••f the ~r r M
f'f'rh~Jl·. if I• fiiiH: frrt fl l(' HVI' I Hj! r
' "" ''' ltrtK nlr M Hy l ..- wr ltHVf' All
rr~tt f,.,l" l~vd 11f tldc~ r . "'"I wr:
"""' ' '"'' lflltiliflll tiff! munlrrr •·I

"''ho

l!''"'·

""""'"Y'

II"" "'' rh~r "'~ •llrr~l WJr, rwnl•
II' "'' ·~HI O ""Y"'"Y ,.. ''"'I! "' '""

'~" "' r• Wfllllit•l! " '"' II•N• io f'INrl y

, , ....o ,,, II" "''"""' ' IIIII ,

•II.

'""'
Pt.,.,,,,,. "'''"' '"'"'f • ,••, '"" ,.

P!lolo CCU'.eSy or ~019

Aller 1 dlsappoln11ng start to lht current MUon, It Is Nmortd that Cubs manager Don S.ylor's job could be In jeopardy.

By DustJn Klass
Sports Edrtor
One month rnto the ha<eh.lll
fll.lll;I~Cf' h.-.\'C
• lrco><ly llccn ftrro. Da,·cy
~ rn ~hlw11ukcc . IJrxk.ly
lkll rn Cnk:>fl><lo. l'tul G;ur>er
rn l>ctrorc •nd 1110'1 recently
Tony ~luocr rn KAn~• Crcy nil
ICCCI~Cd pink •hf" Ill the
month o ( "rnl.
On • locAl lc~el. nrmt>f' :uc
•CArling rllllc Cut>. nll>fl~ F cr
Don IJaylot CCllll<ll>c rn the hc>C
oc~c. The ('ut>. were ? -17 lu
of ptcu tunc. And 111 oc~·c"rd 1<1
lll.<l plAce: 111 the :-;1. ( 'rntr~l
In IIAyl<>t '• ,Jcfr n<e. thc ('uh•
lll>~C Jo <t A fill pf ke-y plllycl' Ill
'"l"'Y· Mnl <c• AI•~• "'"' un
the •heir f<>t nM " r ,,, t\pul
T"m ( i<>tck>1r hull hi• ntnr In
•J>Illl!! lr~urur ~. MMI h •~•l fnr
1l>r " '" '"'- Kyle I'"''"""'"'"
f>t,kc n •~"IC ill hh f••~ In n
frc~l ""' nknl whcfl Ill' "'"'
Jllldrln~t In tl>e hulll'<'ll
'IJIC fflllfUI!!rt• • l~>~rltl rnclvc
.. >~rw: uf rhc hlnmc f~>t the ir
lC'Affl·• r..rlurr 111 win. hul whc11
Y'"' l•••k lllllll' lnktrllhnl h " "
lhr rc uf liM' h•11 lr •ff" IIIAI ln•t
lf14 1lAf!rt•. I• ,, f• ir lur liM:
okrf'l'<'l> lu olw •rltkr All uf IlK'

"'"\00· '""'

r c•(~"l•ihillt y'l

'" MIIWAIIkrt•. I k'lll>il .,,.,
"'"" '"' ( 'uy. Ihe "'"""f!rr> hml
\tt•ry rulutuutl lnlrut tn W~ttk
wrth Wllh llw 111olr r. llu•y
"'-lflllfrtl. lhrw '""' 1111 wny
rhry u•rlcii!C'nl lcnff J\ likt• lh<•
"' ""~'· Y• 11krr• "' Mnrlur r•
,.,, • lt'~UIAI
1111' 111 I•
OIHh 11 " Will n<.W" flllihl\W iff
" "" 'hAll ll•lny IAIIII 1111111•1
O(Afi<IAI•I y ... ,.._., ..... ,. '""' I•
,.,,wt tW f tf~ r , U u lkf' HM •IU1 YJ. I•ul
tH1Uf lifJ H1 q Wi flllill~ 14 iiiiJ" "~
•11·1••
Nll ll llnll ,.f l'oUI W'l. 111111

''"•i•

rntlro pcN>OAhty R1ck !lnrry
<.lfll tram• •uc p<rllmg (\XlC~
too \('IPfl ..

ur

.. , Jo thml: fteunu ) ~cc nJ
(IX>Che• too ljUI\·kJy 11IOC o£ the
cunc:· £larry ~u 1d . "1\bny
tnl><" II I< the G~l wiM> i.o prt~
tn:hng hr• Jt>h.''
MriWlluk« h:r.• IW\lf">lrndnl
i\II·Stltt' rn Rkhic S.:.u on :~nd
C..-urr Jcnkm•. Whrlc Sc:.\""lll
1• hrltrnj: .22l! with •even
h<•nrc rutt•. Jcnk11u h:r.• t>n-n
•tn•,:t hn~. i\'
llmt:ldAy. he
..-~, hrnurg . 2 -1~ w1th ewe•
huniC IIIII< They IM>Ch lw\'C
eire ~hrhr y 111 l>«<>niC hill 1\111
f'l'' "h"-'CI• llr<:ifprt<·hiiiiJ ~Utff
1• •rnrt:IJ illlj: ·nrelr •tnrllnt:
11JC~t"~' '' 10 cuml>lrK'\1 ~ . J ).
'' ' nf a few yrllr' ltiJO. liK'
l<nyuh hutl Jrttnalne l>yc,
Jo •hnny l>nnlt>lf llml ~~~~c
Sweeney In their Hr..: up. It I•
nnl Mu•rr '• fault that 1<~>)'•11•
llUIIl~j:C iliCfll 1k~ hJc1l II> tflllfl'
llyr arul llanu•n. wh11 wrrc
IW<• "ii·Slnr• In the lf1•11t
ufl wr '• rkfrn<e. Jlalnl>ll h111l
""~ 1111111' yr ar kn ''" hi• ,·,•n·
Wlll •IIIII liK'tl' I• 1111 wny lhr
ur ~o11rltal11111 Wl>lll.l hnv~ 1'<'1'11
nhk 1>1 1 r• i~n him I lyr tu•t
•l~urrl n l'J>fltral't " 'trn•h•n
wilh ( l•~l a 111l l"'f""' thr •r•1
" '" •lllftc•l If hr hn11nuti'C'r n
l1111ln l 1111111 Klln•a• <'Hy 11111 ·
111~ lhr !I~~~'"'"'"'· hr wuul.l
hnvr l•·r11 • 1 ~ 111'\1 llWII}' h11111
lhr J(n yn l•
( 'nlo>I A>IP I• 11 <liffrtl'lll •hii Y
lin• H1~ ~ir• hni'J' "''"" lnlr fll
"" llu•ir "1"'"1 111111 •~>llll' 1•1~
11111111' l•lh Ju•1• Wilh 11<' 11111'
Nrn~h· ''"' I ~~~~~· llnlnt•h•n
JJJ>WJ' VI'I.j'lh hlnj! hl)l\>IIVI' f '•
lhlfo olil I• ln•l <Ill r•n•y In• ~
N1•11lu•1 ..r llrt•nl ""' t"'WI' I
I'll<lu•r• '""I rlu•v rl'l v "" ~>IT
•1·•····1 t<ll , lu•• . hill l•ll'll~illl!
" " ''" "" IIIII "'''11k II" 111\1\h lit

,,r

O.:n~cr. Nenj:lc is 3-1 .,.; th a
-1 •.12 ERi\. Wn.< it Bell's fault
lhnl llampeon h.'lt! 001 t>n-n
pcrfonning up co pnr? lie is 1) w1th n 6.96 ERi\. It is
nlmosl imposs ible ll> be n
fines..«: pit(hel in Colorndo.
The only IM>pc: for smnll nuukec ICUII~ like K!lflsM City rurd
M1lwnukcc i~ to dc~rlop
)'()IUIIJinlcnr in their flllm sy~
tcm IUld briniJ them up to thc
niAj<'lf kag\ICl< wt~en the\'
rr:n ly. 11\ul I< wh.' l Oaki!Uld
:~nJ Minnesl>tu h:we been
J oln11 for the !'-"-'' Jc..·ndc. If
they hliVt' j;l>t>tl IIUllll\l(Cr:<,
w!M• IU'C 1><1llcnl with the ptnye,.., tlrcrt' b 11 dmn<:c tMI the
tCiliM ((>IIIJ be >tK'Cc~<ful .
''IlK' N\1\>metcr th.1t <h<>11IJ
1'0 u•c.l 1<:
thl<~
,.,,,,,; hl!nulm~a ""l'nw(\1 th<'
•kill• ••I til<' pl~)'<'r~ nnJ ~\>lien
lh<'lll h> piny up h> their'"""""
11111'! '" "1111 llrtff)'. Wl\1> hM n
tinily rrt1lh> lnl~ <lww '"'
KNIIR ·t•Stl In the' Snn
Ftnlld\\'u lliry 1\l<'ll. " t\11'11$
Wllh lh<ll, ' 11<1~ th<' l<'cltll J'UI
rllllh n 1'\>ll•l•lclll C'lhllf:' tr
th\" IIII<Wrl• h• thr •r 1\11<'~11<•1~'
oil\' ')'r•.' lhrn I 11(11<'1'1' lhl'
n~rdv'nrclllllj:<'l I• llt•lnjl hl•
j1>l1 ~1·rn II til<' 1<'<1111 i• l1" hl$
111111 •ho•uM 1'11 11111•1\l'lltu 1'\'11
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coaches bon: had sbon-lh-ed
cnrccrs. According 10 the
Busi.Mss Jounu•l. the nvczuge
ro:>ehing ten\lrt' for nn NFL
hclld coach is -1.3 years.
This off season nlooe bzl.s
seen s ix head co:~ching
change:< llll\00~ NFL teams.
The tndillflllpohs Colts (Tooy
Dungy),
T:unp3
B11y
Buccaneers (John Gnlden).
Minnesota Vik.in~s (Mike
lice). OU.IMd Rwdcr.> (Bill
Cullllh11n).
Snn
Diego
Ch~cr:<
(M:ut)'

S•·honcnhdmcrl

SJ"trrierl aU nwlc

lln lh\" t>llll' l horml. 11'""1
'""" ''liN' nu• itl•lr lu j:l'l tlw
""" ' 11umll11• lnh•nllht•)' hrtw.
Mt~lllh•rrl
rnnlllljl('l t ~n nlo.
lh•hhr"'n hoi\ thr ll\ 1"'' In
li l't plm't' inlht• Nl . lin•l. lk
lm• 1•111• 111~ •!111 in Vln•lllllll
hi•
1 hll' lll'lu. l•ut lht• " ' ''
11'111111• 11\'('llljl~.
ltol\l'hlllll• 1111111111 11111> '1"~1
Ill whll'll 1111111'" 111111 jll' llt'llll
nrnlhlj!t' l• hclll' •111•11 l\1w•
11 ht•n II , IIIII•'• 111 h1•ml ~~~" h
1•• I h,• ln•l h'" 11'111• , Nl•l

,.r

(Ste1-c

C'OIIChi~

dw1~cs.
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Ill«\"

than any

le~uc . rt\')'Cks hcud
Cl~'heS l\tll\lll1Jtt'lll1\.<.. 1'1:-Jl 1.\1'
the :\I lean\.• Ml'\' helid l'\~~t~:h

<'lhcr

c~ wh\1 llll,·c '"~hc\1 1>ther
tCl\111.<.. ll~ll\l.<t' the Nl'l. h..'IS II
~~lnry
the Utknt t>d\\"«n
ICIII\1:1 Is l't't'tl)' t'~Cn, With tl\(
'"''"'t>~it'll 11f St. Ll>tli~ 8u1
r,,..llt>all '"""' hcs Ml'\l 1111.~
dllln\'CS h> ~111.'\'\'<'\lth.."l l\.'\-'«'1>.1llnlllllll$<'r:< " ''""' " rhe lal·
cnt I• 1\lt\(\' ~'";:o'"' 11\lt.
111t> NI-l. "'"I nlll,l-w lc.~tl<'
l>ascl\.111 I>WIK'~ l\11<1 ~'\'llt'f:ll
IIIUIIUI;<'f~ hnl'\' Sh\\1'1 1\IS<'S
11 he n II \'\1111\"S 1\1 thdr '"'"'h-
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.:II·"" n l"lr l'llllll,'\' t11 1-"'' their
t\'<1111' 111111 t'l~'\•lt' 1'\llll\"lltklll,
h ,,1-,1 lw\1'" tl~<tt tll\' Nllt\ " '"I
Nlll, l'l~~·n· "'-"'' ln"'lw ICI
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